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ABSTRACT

The Systems Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluations
(SAPHIRE) is a software application developed for performing a complete
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) using a personal computer (PC) running the
Microsoft Windows operating system. SAPHIRE Version 8 is funded by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and developed by the Idaho National
Laboratory (INL). INL's primary role in this project is that of software developer and
tester. However, INL also plays an important role in technology transfer by
interfacing and supporting SAPHIRE users, who constitute a wide range of PRA
practitioners from the NRC, national laboratories, the private sector, and foreign
countries.

SAPHIRE can be used to model a complex system's response to initiating events
and quantify associated consequential outcome frequencies (or probabilities).
Specifically, for nuclear power plant applications, SAPHIRE 8 can identify important
contributors to core damage (Level 1 PRA) and containment failure during a severe
accident which leads to releases (Level 2 PRA). It can be used for a PRA where the
reactor is at full power, low power, or at shutdown conditions. Furthermore, it can be
used to analyze both internal and external initiating events and has special features
for managing models such as flooding and fire. It can also be used in a limited
manner to quantify risk, using PRA techniques, in terms of release consequences to
the public and environment (Level 3 PRA).

In SAPHIRE 8, the act of creating a model has been separated from the analysis of
that model in order to improve the quality of both the model (e.g., by avoiding
inadvertent changes) and the analysis. Consequently, in SAPHIRE 8, the analysis
of models is performed by using what are called Workspaces. Currently, there are
Workspaces for three types of analyses: (1) the NRC's Accident Sequence
Precursor program, where the workspace is called "Events and Condition
Assessment (ECA);" (2) the NRC's Significance Determination Process (SDP); and
(3) the General Analysis (GA) workspace. Workspaces are independent of each
other and modifications or calculations made within one workspace will not affect
another. In addition, each workspace has a user interface and reports tailored for
their intended uses.

This report provides an overview of the functions and features available in SAPHIRE
8 and presents general instructions for using the software. Since SAPHIRE 8
expands upon Version 7, new and improved features will be discussed.
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FOREWORD

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has developed the Systems Analysis Programs
for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluations (SAPHIRE) software that is used to perform
probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) on a personal computer. SAPHIRE enables users to supply
basic event data, create and solve fault and event trees, perform uncertainty analyses, and
generate reports. In that way, analysts can perform PRAs for any complex system, facility, or
process.

For nuclear power plant PRAs, SAPHIRE can be used to model a plant's response to initiating
events, quantify core damage frequencies, and identify important contributors to core damage
(Level 1 PRA). The program also can be used to evaluate containment failure and release models
for severe accident conditions given that core damage has occurred (Level 2 PRA). In so doing,
the analyst could build the PRA model assuming that the reactor is initially at full power, low power,
or shutdown. In addition, SAPHIRE can be used to analyze both internal and external events and,
in a limited manner, to quantify the frequency of release consequences (Level 3 PRA). Because
this software is a very detailed technical tool, users should be familiar with PRA concepts and
methods used to perform such analyses.

SAPHIRE has evolved with advances in computer technology and users' needs. Starting with
Version 5, SAPHIRE operated in the Microsoft WindowsTM environment. Versions 6 and 7
included features and capabilities for developing and using larger, more complex models.
SAPHIRE Version 8 includes significant new features and capabilities to meet user needs for NRC
risk-informed programs. In general, these include:

* Improved user interfaces supporting NRC's Significance Determination Process, event and

condition assessments, and more detailed types of PRA analyses.

* Development and use of NRC's Standardized Plant Analysis Risk models.

* New and improved solving algorithms.

" Support features for user-friendliness.

This NUREG-series report comprises seven volumes as outlined below and incorporates new
features and capabilities of Version 8.

Volume 1, "Overview and Summary"

Volume 1 provides an overview of the functions and features available in SAPHIRE Version 8 and
presents general instructions for using the software.

Volume 2, "Technical Reference"

Volume 2 summarizes the fundamental mathematical concepts of sets and logic, fault trees, and
probability. It then describes the algorithms used to construct a fault tree and to obtain the minimal
cut sets. This report presents the formulas used to obtain the probability of the top event from the
minimal cut sets and the formulas for probabilities that apply for various assumptions concerning
reparability and mission time. In addition, it defines the measures of basic event importance that
SAPHIRE can calculate. This volume also gives an overview of uncertainty analysis using simple
Monte Carlo sampling or Latin Hypercube sampling and states the algorithms used by this program
to generate random basic event probabilities from various distributions. Finally, this report
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discusses enhanced and new capabilities such as post-processing rules, integrated model solving
using model types, and workspace analysis routines.

Volume 3, "Users' Guide"

Volume 3 provides a brief discussion of the purpose and history of the software as well as general
information such as installation instructions, starting and stopping the program, and some pointers
on how to get around inside the program. Next, it discusses database concepts and structure.
The following nine sections (one for each of the menu options on the SAPHIRE main menu) furnish
the purpose and general capabilities for each option. Finally, Volume 3 provides the capabilities
and limitations of the software.

Volume 4, "Tutorial"

Volume 4 provides a series of lessons that guide the user through basic steps common to most
analyses performed with SAPHIRE.

Volume 5, "Workspaces"

Volume 5 describes the functionality and process behind SAPHIRE Version 8 workspaces.
Workspaces provide an area in which a PRA model can be analyzed to obtain risk insights for a
given initiating event or condition. Workspaces replace the "Graphical Evaluation Module" in
earlier SAPHIRE versions.

Volume 6, "Quality Assurance"

Volume 6 is designed to describe how the SAPHIRE software quality assurance (QA) is performed
for Version 8, what constitutes its parts, and the limitations of those processes. In addition, this
report describes the Independent Verification and Validation that was conducted for Version 8 as
part of an overall QA process.

Volume 7, "Data Loadingq"

Volume 7 is designed to guide the user through the basic procedures necessary to enter PRA data
into the SAPHIRE program using SAPHIRE's MAR-D ASCII-text (or "flat file") data formats. In
addition, this manual covers loading data through the new Accident Sequence Matrix and
discusses the Project Integrate interfaces with SAPHIRE.

Christiana H. Lui, Director

Division of Risk Analysis

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has developed a powerful personal computer
(PC) software application for performing probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs), called Systems
Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluations (SAPHIRE). Using SAPHIRE 8
on a PC, an analyst can perform a PRA for any complex system, facility, or process. Regarding
nuclear power plants, SAPHIRE can be used to model a plant's response to initiating events,
quantify associated core damage frequencies and identify important contributors to core damage
(Level 1 PRA). It can also be used to evaluate containment failure and release models for severe
accident conditions, given that core damage has occurred (Level 2 PRA). It can be used for a PRA
assuming that the reactor is at full power, at low power, or at shutdown conditions. Furthermore, it
can be used to analyze both internal and external initiating events, and it has special features for
transforming models built for internal event analysis to models for external event analysis.

SAPHIRE development and maintenance has been undertaken by the Idaho National Laboratory
(INL). The INL began development of a PRA software application on a PC in the mid 1980s when
the potential of PC applications started being recognized. The initial version, Integrated Risk and
Reliability Analysis System (IRRAS), was released by the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(now Idaho National Laboratory) in February 1987. IRRAS was an immediate success, because it
clearly demonstrated the feasibility of performing reliability and risk assessments on a PC and
because of its tremendous need (Russell 1987). The development of IRRAS continued over the
following years, leading SAPHIRE to become a powerful PRA tool.

SAPHIRE 8, building upon earlier versions, provides the functions required for performing a PRA.
Users can supply basic event data, create and solve fault trees and event trees, perform
uncertainty analyses, and generate reports. Extending this analysis, Workspaces are user-friendly
interface that streamlines and automates select SAPHIRE analysis processes.

SAPHIRE contains improved editors or options for creating event trees and fault trees, defining
accident sequences and basic event failure data, solving system fault trees and accident sequence
event trees, quantifying cut sets, performing sensitivity and uncertainty analyses, documenting the
results, and generating reports. SAPHIRE capabilities for performing a PRA are summarized
below.

* Graphical fault tree construction
* Graphical event tree construction
* Rule-based fault tree linking
* Fast cut set generation
* Fault tree flag sets
* Failure data
* Uncertainty analysis
* Cut set editor, slice, display, and recovery analysis tools
* Cut set path tracing
* Cut set comparison
* Cut set post-processing rules
* Cut set end state partitioning
* End state analysis
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* User-defined model types
* User-defined basic event attributes

SAPHIRE 8 has a powerful report generation module. In addition, SAPHIRE has utility functions to
recover a corrupted database, check project information for quality purposes, and change user-
defined constants. With SAPHIRE, a user can export the graphical fault trees and event trees to
an industry-standard Windows metafile or JPEG files.

To use SAPHIRE, the user must create a project. A project is any logical grouping of fault trees
and sequences with their associated basic events, cut sets, reliability data, and descriptions. Along
with the project name, description, plant design, etc., it also contains cross-reference information
for relationships between basic events, fault tree, sequence, event tree, end state, change sets,
and gate in the project. The project also contains the project sequence partition, and project
sequence, fault tree, and end state recovery information. Once the project is created, the user can
construct fault trees and event trees.

SAPHIRE Version 8 replaces the Version 7. Changes to SAPHIRE features and capabilities
include:

* Improved and stream-lined user interfaces
* Enhanced model development
* New analysis methods
* Revamped general support features

SAPHIRE Version 8 is designed to easily handle larger and more complex models to be used.
Applications of previous versions indicated the need to build and solve models with a large number
of sequences. In addition, the complexity of the models has increased since risk assessments
evaluate both potential internal and external event initiators, as well as different plant operational
states in which the initiating event may occur. Special features have been designed in SAPHIRE
Version 8 to help create and run integrated models which may be composed of a number of
different model types (e.g., models with different types of initiating events or plant operational
states). External events models can be built more expeditiously through the use of automation
tools. Any combination of model types can be solved, and a powerful graphical editor allows
examination of the underlying logic.

New modeling and calculation methods have also been implemented. For example, phase mission
time analysis capability has been implemented. This capability was incorporated in support of the
NRC's "extended Level 1" and large, early, release frequency (LERF)/Level 2 standardized plant
analysis risk (SPAR) models; however, it may also be useful for low power and shutdown models,
which may consider multiple plant operational states. For common-cause failure (CCF) modeling,
the Risk Assessment Standardization Project methodology has been incorporated. Also, CCF
probabilities are now automatically adjusted to account for the impact of sequence flag sets. In
addition, SAPHIRE Version 8 offers an improved sequence solving algorithm which addresses
limitations in the current solving algorithm related to application of sequence recovery rules.
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The uncertainty analysis functions in SAPHIRE estimate the variability (due to the uncertainties in
the basic event probabilities) of a fault tree top event probability, an event tree sequence
frequency, and end state frequency, or any of the importance measures. In an uncertainty
analysis, SAPHIRE samples the user-specified distributions for each basic event in a group of cut
sets, then quantifies these cut sets using the sampled values.

Finally, the functionality, in general, that was available in Version 7 is available in Version 8, but in
an improved manner. One of the strengths of SAPHIRE lies in its computation capabilities.
Version 8 not only taps into these capabilities, but also is better positioned to leverage these
capabilities for non-expert users via an improved graphical user interface. SAPHIRE has become
a powerful and easy to use PRA tool. Its relational database structure and editing rules offer the
capability for sophisticated modeling of accident progression and, therefore, offer the means for a
more accurate and efficient analysis. Several other features, many constructed from feedback by
users dealing with large-scale PRA models, make SAPHIRE among the fastest and most
sophisticated PRA codes available today.
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Systems Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated
Reliability Evaluations (SAPHIRE) Version 8

Volume 1 Overview and Summary

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has developed a powerful personal computer
(PC) software application for performing probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs), called Systems
Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluations (SAPHIRE) Version 8.

Using SAPHIRE 8 on a PC, an analyst can perform a PRA for any complex system, facility, or
process. Regarding nuclear power plants, SAPHIRE can be used to model a plant's response to
initiating events, quantify associated core damage frequencies, and identify important
contributors to core damage (Level 1 PRA). It can also be used to evaluate containment failure
and release models for severe accident conditions, given that core damage has occurred (Level
2 PRA). It can be used for a PRA assuming that the reactor is at full power, at low power, or at
shutdown conditions. Furthermore, it can be used to analyze both internal and external initiating
events, and it has special features for transforming models built for internal event analysis to
models for external event analysis. It can also be used in a limited manner to quantify risk for
release consequences to both the public and the environment (Level 3 PRA). For all of these
models, SAPHIRE can evaluate the uncertainty inherent in the probabilistic models.

SAPHIRE development and maintenance has been undertaken by the Idaho National
Laboratory (INL). The INL began development of a PRA software application on a PC in the mid
1980s when the enormous potential of PC applications started being recognized. The initial
version, Integrated Risk and Reliability Analysis System (IRRAS), was released by the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (now Idaho National Laboratory) in February 1987. IRRAS was
an immediate success, because it clearly demonstrated the feasibility of performing reliability
and risk assessments on a PC and because of its tremendous need (Russell 1987).
Development of IRRAS continued over the following years. However, limitations to the state of
the-art during those initial stages led to the development of several independent modules to
complement IRRAS capabilities (Russell 1990; 1991; 1992; 1994). These modules were known
as Models and Results Database (MAR-D), System Analysis and Risk Assessment (SARA),
and Fault Tree, Event Tree, and Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (FEP).

IRRAS was developed primarily for performing a Level 1 PRA. It contained functions for creating
event trees and fault trees, defining accident sequences and basic event failure data, solving
system fault trees and accident sequence event trees, quantifying cut sets, performing
sensitivity and uncertainty analyses, documenting the results, and generating reports.

MAR-D provided the means for loading and unloading PRA data from the IRRAS relational
database. MAR-D used a simple ASCII data format. This format allowed interchange of data
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between PRAs performed with different types of software; data of PRAs performed by different
codes could be converted into the data format appropriate for IRRAS, and vice-versa.

SARA provided the capability to access PRA data and results (descriptive facility information,
failure data, event trees, fault trees, plant system model diagrams, and dominant accident
sequences) stored in MAR-D. With SARA, a user could review and compare results of existing
PRAs. It also provided the capability for performing limited sensitivity analyses. SARA was
intended to provide easier access to PRA results to users that did not have the level of
sophistication required to use IRRAS.

FEP provided common access to the suite of graphical editors. The fault tree and event tree
editors were accessible through FEP as well as through IRRAS, whereas the piping and
instrumentation diagram (P&ID) editor was only accessible through FEP. With these editors an
analyst could construct from scratch as well as modify fault tree, event tree, and plant drawing
graphical figures needed in a PRA.

Previous versions of SAPHIRE consisted of the suite of these modules. Taking advantage of the
Windows 95 (or Windows NT) environment, all of these modules were integrated into SAPHIRE
Version 6; more features were added; and the user interface was simplified.

This report provides an overview of the functions and features available in SAPHIRE 8 and
presents general instructions for using the software. Since SAPHIRE 8 expands upon Version
7, new and improved features will be discussed.

1.2 Purpose

This report introduces and summarizes this NUREG/CR series, Volumes 1-7, documents that
describe the functions of SAPHIRE 8-technical documents that describe why it functions the
way it does and user's guides that describe how to use the individual functions. Detailed
documentation and instructions for using the code available in the on-line help manual have
been reformatted to present in this set of NUREG/CR volumes.

In the past, detailed documentation was provided in hard copy format. A series of NUREG/CR
reports was released documenting each individual module discussed above (NUREG/CR-6952;
Volumes 1 through 7, 2008), document Version 6 and 7 of the SAPHIRE suite of codes.
However, in response to continually increasing NRC needs for PRA capability and in response
to feedback from users, SAPHIRE has undergone changes and enhancements. The
consequent need for a continual update of detailed SAPHIRE documentation is met by the
electronic on-line manual, which is updated with each major release of a SAPHIRE version. This
new set of NUREG/CR reports described in this report reflects an updated snapshot of the
documentation for the current release of SAPHIRE 8.

1.3 SAPHIRE Manual Overview

The following volumes that constitute this series describe SAPHIRE and its capabilities for
performing a PRA. A brief summary of each volume follows below. More detailed descriptions
can be found in the respective individual volumes.
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" Overview and Summary (Volume 1)

This volume summarizes this NUREG series and overviews the functions of
SAPHIRE.

* Technical Reference (Volume 2)

This volume presents the theoretical background behind the functions of SAPH IRE
and includes the following topics: Set Theoretic Concepts, Review of Fault Tree
Logic, Probability Concepts, Determination of Minimal Cut Sets, Quantification Tools
for Probabilities and Frequencies, Event Probability Calculation Types, Importance
Measures, Uncertainty, and Seismic Calculations.

This document describes the various analysis features, including the common cause
failure plug-ins. In addition, sections describe the process of end state gathering and
cut set partitioning and the cut set recovery process for both fault trees and
sequences.

" SAPHIRE Users' Guide (Volume 3)

This manual gives guidance on installation instructions and explains the basic
features of SAPHIRE. It is intended to assist in learning how SAPHIRE works and
provides a step-by-step approach to using the features of SAPHIRE 8.

* SAPHIRE Tutorial (Volume 4)

This manual describes the overall process of constructing a PRA database using a
simple modeling domain, that of a trucking accident. Many of the SAPHIRE's features
are discussed as part of this PRA modeling. In addition, a couple of the "advanced"
features in SAPHIRE are used, for example cut set recovery rules and template
events.

* Workspaces (Volume 5)

This manual describes the use of the three types of Workspaces that are provided in
SAPHIRE 8.

* SAPHIRE Quality Assurance (QA) (Volume 6)

This manual details the methods and tests used to provide QA. Configuration control
is discussed and testing examples are provided.

" SAPHIRE Data Loading (Volume 7)

This manual is currently divided into four chapters and four appendices. The first two
chapters introduce SAPHIRE and important database concepts. The third chapter
discusses a sample database, and the fourth chapter discusses the complete process
of loading the sample database. Each of these chapters and appendices are updated
and expanded as appropriate. Data conversion methods and issues, including
validation, are discussed.

This volume focuses on primarily new features. For details on general use of SAPHIRE,
Volumes 3, 4, and 5 provide step-by-step guidance of the software.
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1.4 Overall SAPHIRE Features and Capabilities

SAPHIRE features and capabilities for performing a PRA are summarized below. While the list
discussed below is not an exhaustive list of all features, it provides a description of SAPHIRE
basic capabilities.

Basic Events

Basic events provide SAPHIRE with probabilistic information needed to quantity the PRA
model. Basic events are logically linked together in fault trees.

Basic events show the failure data input, type of probability calculation, and plug-in
(described below) method selected (e.g., common-cause failure method). The basic
event calculation types include user-specified probability, operating component with no
repair, operating component with repair, standby component, etc.

* Fault trees

In SAPHIRE, a fault tree generally represents a failure model. A fault tree model
consists of a top event (usually defined by a heading in an event tree) and a connecting
logic structure that models the combinations of basic events that must take place to
result in the undesired top event. Thus, all the basic events in the fault tree represent
failures, whether they are equipment failures, human errors, or adverse conditions that
can contribute to failure of the modeled event. Successful events (those things that
should happen) that can contribute to failure of the top event can be included in the fault
tree also.

* Event trees

In SAPHIRE, accident sequences are defined using an event tree to indicate the failure
or success of top events. Each top event in the event tree is associated with a system
fault tree. Event trees are constructed and modified with a graphical editor, which allows
linkage of multiple event trees and creation of very large event trees.

Fault tree and event tree "drag and drop" editor

Objects can now be created or integrated in an existing object by dragging and dropping
on the graphical editor.

Flag sets

Flag sets are a special type of change set. Flag sets are used to modify particular
events on a sequence-by-sequence basis. They can change a basic event calculation
type to "True," "False," or "Ignore," or the process type. They cannot change the basic
event failure probability. Flag sets can be assigned to specific sequences directly.
Dynamic flag sets can be assigned based on event tree rules. Flag sets can also affect
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common-cause failure basic events if the redundancy level represented in the basic
event is compromised by failures modeled in the flag set.

Rule-based fault tree linking

Accident sequences are generated using a rule-based fault tree linking module that uses
a powerful set of user-defined rules to specify top-event substitutions. These rules allow
testing the current state of the solution process at each branch point in the event tree.

Cut sets

To solve an accident sequence, SAPHIRE constructs a fault tree for those systems that
are defined to be failed in the sequence logic by creating a temporary AND gate with
these systems as inputs. SAPHIRE then solves this fault tree using the specified
truncation values. This process results in a list of cut sets for the failed systems in the
accident sequence. SAPHIRE then uses the "delete term" technique to further reduce
this list of failed-system cut sets. The minimal cut sets for the sequence remain after the
successful-system cut sets terms are deleted. Default cut set quantification is the
minimal cut set upper bound; however, the user may also chose the exact solution or the
rare event approximation.

Uncertainty analysis

Both Monte Carlo and Latin Hypercube methods are available for performing uncertainty
analysis. Uncertainty analysis can be performed on individual sequences or groups of
sequences. In addition, uncertainty analysis can be performed on importance
measures.

Importance measures

The traditional importance measures such as Fussell-Vesely, Risk Increase Ratio or
Interval, Risk Reduction Ratio or Interval, and Birnbaum are available. However,
because these measures are not suitable for all types of analyses, the NRC developed
extended importance measures for passive components analysis that include cumulative
Fussell-Vesely, Fussell-Vesely/Birnbaum, and group importance. For some analyses,
an importance defined as the conditional core damage probability minus the core
damage probability is also calculated. Uncertainty analyses on these measures can be
performed using Monte Carlo and Latin Hypercube sampling techniques.

Cut set editor and recovery analysis tools

A rule-based editor is available for defining rules for modifying cut sets. These rules can
be used to apply recovery on cut sets after an initial analysis has been performed. They
can also be used to perform extensive changes to the cut set logic to incorporate new or
different conditions.
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Versatile cut set slice and display

A unique cut set "sort and slicer" is available to search and partition a large number of
cut sets in fault trees, sequences, or end states. Multiple sequential slices may be
performed.

Cut set path tracing

A "path tracer" is available to find the exact path through the logic that generated a
particular cut set. This option will trace a cut set from an end state to its source in the
logic model.

Cut set end state partitioning

Cut sets can be partitioned into "end states" via a set of rules allowing each cut set to be
assigned to a specific "end state."

End state analysis

An "end state analysis module" provides the ability for gathering and analyzing accident
sequence end states.

Model type analysis

Model types can be assigned to a basic event's "applicability" property. SAPHIRE
provides the ability to define different model types such as random, fire, flood, seismic,
etc.

Phase analysis

Phases can be specified for each model type to incorporate phase durations. Phase
analysis provides the capability to work with end states which follow each other in time
on a sequence basis. This capability supports the SPAR LERF/Level 2 models, and
may be useful for low power and shutdown models.

Project Integration and Modification

Version 8 provides a capability to integrate together large, complex models from
separately built model components.

Multi-Processor Parallel Calculations

In version 8, multiple objects may be solved (for cut sets) in parallel depending on the
availability of multiple computer processors in the PC being used to run SAPHIRE.
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0 Multiple Object Accessibility

In version 7, a user could only access one object (e.g., basic events, fault trees, event
trees, etc.) at a time. In version 8, multiple objects may be accessed at the same time
via multiple windows. A window manager assists in manipulating these objects.

Plug-in architecture

A user-callable "plug-in" architecture allows interfacing to a customized library of
probability calculation models. For example, shipped with SAPHIRE are plug-ins
representing an alpha-factor common cause, a multiple Greek letter common cause, and
a "supercomponent." In addition, advanced plug-in modules are available to determine
corrosion rates from flow-accelerated corrosion and its corresponding impact on the pipe
failure probability.

Report generation module

SAPHIRE has a powerful report generation module. Reports are available which are
tailored for each workspace, and provide more information and flexibility.

Search capability

The global search function will return any object in the project that matches the search
such as tree names, gates and basic event names, and including the matched text in the
descriptions.

Embedded Macro Capability

Macros can be written for SAPHIRE tasks, e.g., solving different model types. For
example, an integrated model may contain sequences for both internal and external
initiating event models. Using the macros capability, it could be specified that SAPHIRE
will solve only internal initiating events models, only external initiating events models, or
both types of models. These macros can be assigned user-defined icons and placed on
the main toolbar for a streamlined analysis.

MAR-D interface

MAR-D is a mechanism in SAPHIRE to import or export PRA data. For example,
models created in a different PRA engine can be placed in MAR-D format and loaded
into SAPHIRE.

User settings

SAPHIRE has a user settings option to change settings for general display, general
analysis interface, significance determination process interface, the rules editor, and the
graphical editor.
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User interfaces

In the SAPHIRE main screen, users can create and edit models, as well as perform PRA
functions. This main screen is referred to as the Standard Analysis (SA) user interface.
The SA interface is where the nominal PRA model resides. In Version 8, user interfaces
have also been designed for Significance Determination Process (SDP) Phase 2
analyses with the SPAR models (SDP interface), events and conditions assessment
(ECA interface), and more complex types of general analysis (GA interface). The
nominal PRA model is loaded into the selected workspace to perform an analysis, where
it is compared to the conditional cases resulting from the analysis.

Help documentation

SAPHIRE is installed with a hypertext-based user help manual.

A summary of the key features found in SAPHIRE versions 7 and 8 are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Features offered in recent SAPHIRE versions.

Item Description of Feature Version 7.x Version'8.x607 .. .

A Cut Set Sequence Generation
A.1 Rule-based Fault Tree Linking X X
A.2 Linking of Small Tree Events X X
A.3 Linking of Large Tree Events X X
A.4 Sequence Capacity 2 million 2 million
B Cut Set Generation
B. 1 Fault Trees X X
B.2 Event Trees X X

C Cut Set Gathering
C.1 Sequence End States X X
C.2 Sequence End State Cut Sets X X

D Cut Set Partitioning
D.1 End State Definition by rules X X

E Cut Set Slice
E. 1 By Event X X
E.2 By Probability X X
E.3 By Rules X X
EA Multiple sequential slices X
E.5 Enhanced cut set slice viewer X

F Cut Set Post-processing (Recovery)

F. 1 Event Trees X X
F.2 Fault Trees X X
F.3 Ability to layer rule application X

G Change Sets
(Selected subset of Basic Events for temporary analysis)

G. 1 Single event selection X X
G.2 Multiple event selection X X
G.3 Group event selection X X

H Flag Sets
(Selected subset of Basic Events with logic changes only)

H.1 Cut Set with Static Flag Sets X X
H.2 Cut Set with Dynamic Flag Sets (linkage rules) X X
H.3 Applicable to Fault Trees X X
H.4 Applicable to Sequences X X
H.5 Applicable to Fault Trees within Sequences X X
H.6 Flag sets can affect common-cause events X
I Cut Set Quantification Methods

1.1 Minimal cut set upper-bound X X
1.2 Min-Max X X
1.3 Rare Event X X
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Item Description of Feature Version 7.x Version 8.x

1.4

1.5

J

J.1

Split Fraction (sequences only)
Binary Decision Diagram (fault trees)

Cut Set Analysis
Cut Set Verification - cut sets solved, gathered,
with truncation by size or probability, auto
recovery
Cut Set path tracing
Cut Set comparison
Fault Tree
Event Trees / Sequences
End States

X X
X

J.2

J.3
J.4
J.5
J.6

K
K. 1
K.2
K.3

L
L. 1

L.1.1
L.1.2
L.1.3
L.1.4
L.1.5
L.1.6
L.1.7
L.1.8
L.1.9
L.1.10
L.2
L.3
L.4
L.5
L.6
L.7
L.8
L.9
L. 10
L.11
L. 12
L.13
L. 14
L. 15

M
M.1

X

X
x
x
X
X

X

X

X
X
x

Basic Event Management
Basic Events - Generation
Basic Event - Templates
Multiple basic event editing at the same time

Basic-Event Calculations

Compound Events
Common-cause plug-in modules
Common-cause alpha-factor module
Common-cause beta-factor module
Common-cause capacity load module
Common-cause multiple Greek letter module
Common-cause multiple group module
Common-cause alpha-staggered module
Common-cause RASP expanded module
Loss-of-offsite power module
Time series module
General calculation module
Failure Probability on Demand
Failure Probability to Run
Value input (for any value)
Failure Probability to Run w/ repair
Failure Probability to Run
House Event True (Prob = 1.0), i.e. failed
House Event False (Prob = 0.0), i.e. success
House Event Ignore
Compound Event
Human Factor Event
Fault tree Min Cut Upper Bound Value
End State Min Cut Upper Bound Value
Ground Acceleration Value
Hazard Curve

Importance Measures
Fussell-Vesely Importance Measure X X
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Item
M.2
M.3

M.4
M.5
M.6
M.7
M.8

Desoriptionmof Feature.!.

Birnbaum Importance Measure
Risk increase ratio importance measure
Risk reduction ratio importance measure
Risk increase interval importance measure
Risk reduction interval importance measure
Group importance measure
Uncertainty determination on Importance
Measures

Version 7 ion, 8x
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
x X

N Model Creation
N.1 Fire and flooding capability X X
N.2 Fault Tree text editor X
N.3 Drag-and-drop Fault Tree graphical editor X
N.4 Event Tree text editor X
N.5 Event Tree graphical editor X X
N.6 Drag-and-drop Event Tree editor X
N.7 Basic Load / Extract Data Models X X
N.7.1 Extract All X X
N.7.2 Load All X X
N.7.3 Extract All File types X X
N.7.4 Load All / Group X X
N.7.5 Fault Tree Logic X X
N.7.6 Designate output folder location X X
N.8 Graphical Export to Windows metafiles X X
N.9 Graphical Export to JPEG X
N.1 1 Database Recovery X X
N.12 Database MAR-D Load and Extract X X
N.12.1 Event Tree MAR-D X X
N.12.2 Fault Tree MAR-D X X
N.12.3 Basic Event MAR-D X X
N.13 Macro manager X
N.14 Alternate names and descriptions for all X X

database objects (for multilingual use)
N.15 Model Version Upgrade (backward compatible) X X
N.16 Integrate two projects into single project X
N.17 Creation of external events model via Accident X

Sequence Matrix file
N.18 Phase-aware basic events and event trees X
N.19 User definable grouping of event trees X

O Model Creation Logic Gate Types

(Maximum inputs 256 unless otherwise specified)

0.1 AND X X
0.2 OR X X
0.3 N of M (Max N=98, Max M=99) X X
0.4 NAND (Not AND) X X
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Item Description of Feature Version 7.x Version 8.x
0.5 NOR (Not OR) X X
0.6 Transfer Gate X X
0.7 Inhibit gate X
P Uncertainty Calculations

(Monte Carlo and Latin Hyper Cube Sampling)
P.1 None (or Point Value only) X X
P.2 Normal Distribution X X
P.3 Lognormal Distribution X X
P.4 Beta Distribution X X
P.5 Chi Squared Distribution X X
P.6 Exponential Distribution X X
P.7 Uniform Distribution X X
P.8 Constrained non-informative Distribution X X
P.9 Gamma Distribution X X
P.10 Maximum Entropy Distribution X X
P.11 Dirichlet Distribution X X
P.12 Seismic Log Normal analysis X X
P.13 Histogram Distribution X X
P.14 Triangular Distribution X X

Q Uncertainty Calculations (Parameter Settings)
Q. 1 Seed X X
Q.2 Sample Size X X
Q.3 Built in cumulative and density plots X

R General Support Features
R. 1 Sensitivity Wizard X X
R.2 Importance Measures Wizard X X
R.3 Embedded Macro capability X X
R.4 Editing User Information X X
R.5 Page numbering control on graphic format X X
R.6 Conversion from alpha to graphic format X n/a
R.7 On-line Context Sensitive help X X
R.8 User customizable icons calling analysis icons X
R.9 Multiple editing and reporting windows open at X

the same time
R.10 Project Check X
R.1 1 Project-wide search ability X
R.12 Bookmarking of object lists X
R.13 Drag-and-drop flag and change set creation X
R.14 Support for opening and creating compressed X

(zip) project files

S General Support Features (Report Generation)
S.1 Project Reports X X
S.2 Attributes X X
S.3 Basic Event X X
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ti of Feature' Veisibn 7.• •vrsino8x.
S.4 Fault Tree X X
S.5 Event Tree X X
S.6 End State X X
S.7 Sequence X X
S.8 Change Set X X
S.9 Flag Set X X
S.10 Gate X X
S.11 Histogram X X
S.12 Slice X X
S.13 User Info X X
S.14 Cross Reference Reports X X

T Report Format Types
T.1 ASCII X X
T.2 RTF X X
T.3 HTML X X
T.4 Acrobat TM PDF X

U General Analysis Types
U.2 Initiating Event Analysis X X
U.3 Condition Assessment Analysis X X
U.4 Accident Sequence Precursor X X
U.4.2 General analysis types X X
U.4.3 Load-capacity calculation module X X
U.5 Significance Determination Process X

V Application Program Interface
V.1 Microsoft Visual Basic TM and VBA interface X X
V.2 Microsoft Visual C\C++ TM interface X X
V.3 Borland Delphi TM  X X

W Operating Systems

W.1 Windows XP TM  X X

W.2 Windows VistaTM X X

W.3 Windows 7TM X X
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2. PROJECT ANALYSIS WITH THE BASE CASE MODEL

Solving a SAPHIRE Version 8 project can be performed directly in the project or by setting up a
new analysis in a user selectable workspace. The differences between these two analysis
options will be discussed below.

The starting point in analyzing an existing model is to load the project into SAPHIRE Version 8
as shown in Figure 1. The project specified in the "Current Project" field is opened or a new
project can be selected by selecting the Browse option and scrolling through the folders on the
hard drive until the project is located. The demonstration models included with the SAPHIRE
software package are used in this report.

The next step to opening the project is to specify what type of analysis is going to be performed.
To perform an analysis, select a user interface from the drop down box and then click the green
arrow below this option. Alternatively, select the "Modify a Reliability or Risk Analysis Project"
option. The "modify" option will present a user interface (the SA interface) which allows for
project creation and manipulation along with all types of standard probabilistic risk analyses. In
addition, it provides a link to the user interfaces given under the dropdown box mentioned
previously.

Modify a Reliability or
Risk•Analysis Project: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O : .,VA .. Ma:,... :.::: im:;!::.

Perform. an Analysis
is

V =:1

Figure 1. Starting dialog for SAPHIRE 8

2.1 Model Building and Analysis

SAPHIRE Version 8 has provided an improved interface to modify a reliability or risk analysis
project's database. Figure 2 shows the SA user interface. The windows in the left panel of the
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main screen are expandable and collapsible (which the user may customize by showing or
hiding under the View option). The whole left panel can be resized as well by clicking and
dragging the edge. Windows in the left panel can be used for model manipulation and for
creating and running analyses.

SAPHIRE 1pqCt 'i6 Dmnt M. '\SrpM7 = = "IF935t~

Mon.-F View Bookmarks Publish Project Tools Help.

New oasic event

C-CV-A CCSTrainApump..

C-Cv-B CCS Train B pump

C-MOV-I CCS suction isolati.

*Faul: r Uineee

New fault tree

CCS ContainmentCoohingS..

ECS EmergencyCoolingSy:..

O/P~ ItCC ~ MaiTreo-eI e ttree .. u

El LOSP Loss of Offsrte Pow...
2 ECS. ICCS

E'.ent Tree' T(CoIps

- ~...c.-',o.- -...~..z'--

Q~ Search

Nlew Model Type
ASPCONDI... ASP CONDITION ASS...
ASPINIT_EV... ASP INITIATING EVEN...
FIRE FIRE

x RANDOM RANDOM FAILURE

Endt Stares

New enC state

LARGE-RELEASE
SMALL-RELEASE

Figure 2. SAPHIRE 8 screen showing all left panel views

Note that in Figure 2, the SAPHIRE version number is shown in the lower right corner of the
main window. If an Internet connection is available, SAPHIRE will check the SAPHIRE web site
for the most up-to-date released version. If these two versions are different, this version
information will be displayed in the lower right corner. The user can view the portions of the
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probabilistic risk assessment model on the left hand side by selecting "View" on the toolbar.
The view options are shown in Figure 3.

Open Windows

-1 Basic Events

-- Fault Trees

V- Event Trees

Event Tree Groups

Model Types

End States

Change Sets

- Workspaces

Figure 3. View options

2.1.1 Basic Event Editing

The basic event editor is segregated into five tabs for the different types of basic event
information.

* Failure Model
* Attributes
* Applicability
* Notes
* Summary

Failure Model Tab

The "Failure Model" option allows the user to edit the failure model(s) for basic events. The
"Failure Model" page consists of a tree-view control listing all of the applicable options required
to specify the event's failure model. The Calculated Probability is determined from the settings
below it.

In SAPHIRE Version 8, a failure model is assigned to each event's Model Type (if more than
one, as assigned in the "Applicability" tab) as shown in Figure 4. Each failure model can have a
description.
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"i~';•jEmergenw' diesel generator B

.-. ., Template Event [ DefaultTemplate Not Assigned -J _I
Failure Model Attributes j Applicability I Notes j SummaryI

Item
Modelrype

Uses Template

Description

Calculated Probability

Process Flag

Failure tMIodel

-} Probability

Uncertainty Distribution

Correlation Class

F. Moderrype

Uses Template

Description

Calculated Probability

Process Flag

- Failure Mtodel

,:F, Probability

Uncertainty Distribution

Correlation Class

-- t.¶odelType
U ses Template

Description

Calculated Probability

Process Flag

F: Failure Model

Probability

Uncertainty Distribution

95% Error Factor

Correlation Class

_. t.lode[Type
Uses Template

Not Assigned

- C. C: E-,C;2

Failure=> System Logic I Success=> Delete Term

Failure Probability (1)

2.OOOE-02

Point Value

Not Assigned

Failure=> System Logic j Success=> Delete Term

Failure Probability (1)

2.000E-02

Point Value

.W , . U. W- . . .-.. • ,-, I

Not Assigned

CCC E-02

Failure=> System Logic j Success=> Delete Term

Failure Probability (1)

2.OOOE-O2

Log Normal

1.0O0E+Ol

6

SESSMlC'

Not Assigned

f- Save As New LIZZ *.E;. X Cancel

Figure 4. Basic event editor screen showing multiple "virtual" basic events

Attributes Tab

In this tab the basic event can be specified as a Template Event. The following can also be set:

0

0

0

0

Event Type
General Event
Hazard Event
Initiating Event
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0 Recovery Event

Note: In Version 8 the Initiating Event should be set to type "N," Initiating Event Frequency,
under the Failure Model Tab -> Failure Model dropdown box. This calculation type allows the
initiating event frequency units to be explicitly specified, for example in terms of "per year" or
"per mission."

Applicability Tab

The applicability tab controls the basic events "Model Type" and "Phase." Check the box next to
each applicable model type or phase.

Notes Tab

The model developer can specify notes such as the references for the BE data.

Summary Tab

This tab provides a summary of the basic event information. Included in the summary report is
a graphical depiction of the uncertainty.

Virtual Basic Events

As noted above each basic event failure mode will be displayed in the Failure Model Tab along
with the parameter data for each model type. This graphical display is a Virtual Basic Event.
This is because while the data for all model types belonging to the basic event are displayed in
the Failure Model Tab, Version 8 carries the different model types along in the fault tree as
separate basic events distinguished by a suffix (e.g., A-FIR for fire, A-EQ for seismic, etc).
Virtual basic events allow different reliability models and other parameters corresponding to
different initiating events to be viewed in one location, improving the ability to review complex
PRA models.

Automatically Generated Basic Events

SAPHIRE 8 will automatically generate basic events to support a new common cause failure
probability method. These basic events can be viewed from a drop down box on the main
screen.
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2.1.2 Fault Tree Editing

The capability to modify the model and the functionality of the graphical editor has improved.
The list of Fault Trees is shown in the fault tree window in the left panel. To open a Fault Tree,
double click on the name. As shown in Figure 5 for the Demo CCS Fault Tree, the basic events
can be stacked. Transfers can also be stacked. The transfer icon is right-clicked to follow the
transfer by opening up the transfer tree graphics. SAPHIRE Version 8 keeps a list of all of all
the open windows. Multiple objects are kept accessible as all open trees and other windows are
listed in the Open Windows window at the bottom of the left panel. Basic Events can be
modified through choosing them in the Basic Events window or within the graphical editor.

- 74 Wee. mS~ ent-~.e.,.~~A eet~64 ,.e.,neW.n.rn..r~.e..a.,e.,.*.....e.,n ,..e e.n. ~ .. kt.'.W.nn...~nr.,r. r.-..,~#yu,,wrnW.-ar.tWet, ~
A SAPHIRE Firuktr 'Edit rCCS'(ff it ~ LLA
File Edit Inwrt View Help

lZ--7 -o % Lq .zoiolom%_ _

'CC• Falls t6 8p•a" Water Intoll1".

S.;' C';•"=eontainment .i•....

" r ' CC-S/,:' i :: •"•.,, ; .•!.• ,•,

Nio Water to the Pum 'T41aln
C Y2

(7

Figure 5. Fault Tree graphical editor in SAPHIRE 8

Portions of a Fault Tree are also collapsible by clicking on the "-" icon underneath a gate. A "+"

icon indicates there are unexpanded gates and/or events, which then are clicked to expand the
model. Adding a gate to a Fault Tree is accomplished by clicking on the button with the desired
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gate icon at the top of the editing screen. The cursor will show an arrow with a null symbol until
it is placed over a gate that can accept the insertion. The cursor will then show a gate symbol -
a left mouse click inserts the gate (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. AND Gate cursor in Fault Tree editing screen

2.1.3 Event Tree Editing

Event Tree editing is accomplished in much the same manner as Fault Tree editing. All of the
increased functionality of multiple object accessibility is available as described in the Fault Tree
Editing section. Event Trees and Fault Trees can be open at the same time. The branch and
top event insertions are made by clicking on the icon for the chosen insertion and placing the
resulting cursor (branch up, branch down, top event insert left, top event insert right) over the
branch point or top event as applicable, then click to insert. Information and editing of a top
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event can be accessed by double clicking on the top event box as in SAPHIRE Version 7.
When end-states are double clicked, the frequency and sequence name is also viewable (see
Figure 7).

SAP Edi Edi.HIRE:EventT

File Edit Insert View Help

Ze-rqnLNos I feo we
L oss; of~f fsitePower •

(10Rh -~ --- ---a..
-~ L W W D PHASE I-

EmergencyCoolingSystern ContalnmentCoohngSysteis

C.5 ccs

End 5tate Frequency
(Phase - PHI ) (Phase - PHI)

.OSP .. . . . I.lE

0-0-

a- 0-OD_ýo__

I OK

2. .- SMALL-RELEASE 4.840E-0E2

3 LARGE-RELEASE 1,759E-003

Li

Figure 7. Event Tree editing screen

2.2 Fault Trees

2.2.1 Generate Cut Sets

To solve fault tree cut sets from an existing model, the fault tree(s) need to be highlighted and
then right click the mouse. A pop-up menu will appear. Select Solve.

The Solve option is different compared to SAPHIRE Version 7 primarily in that SAPHIRE
Version 8 has all of the solve options located on this one option screen (see Figure 8). Within
this screen the following applications are performed: cut set truncation, flag settings,
quantification method to be used, number of computer "threads" (processors) to be used
concurrently, starting gate options, cut set generation, apply recovery rules, cut set update, cut
set quantification, clearing the current case, and nominal-case update. Also, the different model
types can be analyzed together or separately.
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Settings I Resuts I
Cut Set Truncation Options

By Probability jGlobal 11.00E-08

By Size INone 1

Solve For Model Types

r-7

ASPCONDITION
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FIRE

RANDOM

ASP CONDITION AS

ASP INITIATING EVE

FIRE

RANDOM FAILUREr" Solve using Flag Set

Threads to use on solve Fr-

Quantification Method

Project Default

F Solve starting at gate

Solution Steps

1S solve for Cut Sets
F- ,,,,pli,,,, P'o::t-pr,,e-_:-:&; ini FRules

r"7 Update/ Quantify Cut Sets

F Quantify Cut Sets

C copy Cut Sets to Nominal Case

F Clear Current Case

... lv . ....SC). X C elj

Figure 8. The fault tree solve settings

Note that in SAPHIRE Version 8, the different model types (e.g., random, seismic, fire, flood)
can be solved at the same time (as opposed to SAPHIRE Version 7). Whenever more than one
model type is solved, the cut sets for that particular group of model types is stored uniquely from
other groups. For example, if the random and flood model types are selected and solved, cut
sets applicable to those two model types will be solved and stored internally in SAPHIRE
Version 8 as a random+flood group. If random and fire model types are selected and solved,
these new cut sets will be stored in a random+fire group, leaving the random+flood cut sets
untouched for later retrieval.

2.2.2 Solve Options

Cut Set Generation

SAPHIRE solves the selected fault tree(s) based on its logic to obtain the minimal cut sets.
These resultant cut sets are then quantified or truncated based on the truncation options. In
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general, the cut sets are stored in the "current case" by default (although the user may specify
that an additional copy of the cut sets be stored in the "nominal case").

Cut Set Truncation

The truncation options are the same as those from SAPHIRE Version 7. The cut sets can be
solved at a Global truncation or a System-Specific truncation. The Global truncation will solve
all fault trees at the specified truncation (i.e., globally). The System-Specific truncation will solve
the fault trees at the truncation level saved for each fault tree. This second option requires that
a specific truncation be stored for all fault trees. The last truncation option is NONE, which
means no truncation will be used in the cut set generation.

The next set of truncation options deal with the number of basic events per cut set. This
truncation option is Size (direct number of basic events from logic model).

Solution Steps

This set of check boxes lets SAPHIRE Version 8 know what type of solution is requested.
Whichever, box(es) is checked, that particular operation will be performed. Multiple boxes can
be selected or just one box depending upon the final result. Each box performs the following
process:

Solve for Cut Sets - Solve the fault tree for minimal cut sets based on the fault tree
logic model.

Apply Post-Processing Rules - This check box applies all applicable recovery rules to
the fault tree cut sets (Fault Tree specific rule first then Project rule). Note that the
option may be disabled if no post-processing rules exist for the fault tree(s).

UpdatelQuantify Cut Sets - This option re-evaluates the existing cuts to remove any
potential non-minimal cut sets and then quantifies these cut sets using the default
quantification method.

Copy Cut Sets to Nominal Case - This option stores the resultant cut sets into the
nominal case.

Clear Current Case - This option deletes any stored cut sets in the current case.

Model Types

The last option within this screen is what Model Types are to be solved. Each basic event/fault
tree can be susceptible to one or more of the Model Types available within SAPHIRE. The
default is random, but multiple Model Types can be selected and SAPHIRE will solve the fault
tree based on the Model Type(s) selected. The results will all be grouped together based on the
Model Type(s) selected.
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2.2.3 Quantification

The same quantification options are available in SAPHIRE Version 8 as in SAPHIRE Version 7.
These quantification options are Minimal Cut Set Upper-bound, Rare Event, and Min-Max. One
way to change these options is by right clicking the mouse on the selected fault tree (only one
may be selected) and selecting 'Edit Logic.' Inside the Fault Tree Editor, select 'Edit' from the
menu bar, and then 'Properties'. The default quantification method may be changed in the lower
left corner of the model information editor (as shown in Figure 9).

.Edit EultTree Pro et

Name: -Tree Hierarchy--'

]ECSN ro Main Tree
t"Subtree

Description:

Emergency Cooling System

Default Cutoff Value: Default Flag Set:FOOG0GE+O0 1 :

Default Quantification Method- -i

(T Project Default t- Rare Event

C Min-Cut !- Min-Max

Figure 9. Default quantification selection

Report

There are multiple Report options (available by right-clicking on an object):

* View Summary Results
* View Cut Sets
* View Importance Measures
* View Uncertainty

The other option is to select Publish from the project's main menu bar (for example, the Publish
option for fault trees is shown in Figure 10 and 11). This report function allows the user to
specify from a default listing of report outputs and select the document structure for printing.
Note that the following output formats are supported for most types of reports (if a format is not
applicable to a specific type of report, it will be disabled):
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0

0

0

Hyper-Text Markup Language (.htm)
Adobe Acrobat (.pdf)
Rich Text Format (.rtf)
ASCII-based comma delimited (.txt)

. Excel (.xls)

-AHR [poet POEC odr

File" View ...Bookmarks
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Fault Tree 3
Fault Tree 4

FT5 Fault Tree 5

Figure 10. Fault tree report path
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Figure 11. Fault tree reports (graphic report selected)
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Uncertainty Analysis

The uncertainty analysis is primarily the same as that performed in SAPHIRE Version 7. The
only differences are the menu options and an improved plot. In SAPHIRE Version 8, the
uncertainty analysis is performed in the View Uncertainty option after the cut sets have been
generated.

2.2.4 Importance Measures

The importance measures in SAPHIRE Version 8 are the same as in SAPHIRE Version 7. The
only difference is the menu option and the type of outputs. However, two improvements to
importance measures in the current SAPHIRE Version 7 are carried into Version 8 as discussed
below.

First, the exact expression for the Fussell-Vesely (FV) is used versus an approximation. The FV
measure is an indication of the percentage of the minimal cut set upper bound contributed by
the cut sets containing the basic event. The equation for FV importance now being used (in the
current SAPHIRE Version 7 and Version 8) is

FV = F(i) / F(x)

where

F(i) is the minimal cut set upper bound for the group of cut sets containing the event

F(x) is the original minimal cut set upper bound

In older versions of SAPHIRE (prior to the current Version 7), the FV equation used an
approximate expression, FV = 1 - F(0)/F(x), where

F(0) is the minimal cut set upper bound with the event probability set equal to 0.0.

F(x) is the original minimal cut set upper bound.

The difference between the FV exact equation and the FV approximation can be seen for basic
events with large failure probabilities.

Second, uncertainty analysis can be performed on importance measures. The importance
measures can be reported as point estimates or the component variability can be incorporated
into the results. The point estimate is calculated using the formal importance measure
equations using just the input probabilities for the individual components and the overall point
estimate for the fault tree. However, if the importance of the components based on their
variability is required, SAPHIRE Version 8 will perform the same calculation as stated for the
point estimate except now it samples from the component's uncertainty and feeds this into the
importance measure equation. For example, the standard importance measures are calculated
as
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Fussell-Vesely: FV = F(i) / F(x)

Risk Increase Ratio: RIR = F(1) / F(x)

Risk Reduction Ratio: RRR = F(x) / F(O)

Birnbaum: B = F(1) - F(O)

where:

F(x) =value of all the minimal cut sets evaluated with the basic event probabilities at their
mean value.

F(i) = value of the minimal cut sets that contain the i'th basic event.

F(O) =value of all the minimal cut sets evaluated with the i'th basic event set to zero.

F(1) =value of all the minimal cut sets evaluated with the i'th basic event probability set to one.

For the point estimate, the equation is solved only once for each component using their input
probability. Now to take into consideration the component's variability, the importance measure
equation is calculated for each sample. From the results of the samples, the importance
measure mean, and other parameters are obtained for each basic event.

The report for the importance measure based on the point estimate is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Point estimate importance measure dialog

The report for the importance measures allowing the component's uncertainty to be propagated
is shown in Figure 13, where the report provides the results of the FV sampling. For each
iteration (up to the number of samples specified) SAPHIRE determines the F(1), F(i), F(O), and
F(x) terms previously defined, wherein each of the basic events in the cut sets are sampled
using their individual epistemic distributions (e.g., lognormal, beta, gamma). Then, for each
iteration, the importance measures are quantified using these "F( )" terms. Each value for the
various importance measures is stored in an array that is later used to determine the moments
(such as mean and standard deviation) and percentiles (such as 5 th, 5 0 th, and 95 th).
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Point st. I IF- I BB I5 R1 RRI Unc (Std. Dvy)

Data Plot Report

Name Point Esti... Mean 5th 50th 95th Minimum Maximum Description

W C-CV-A 3.820E-05 1.526E-04 2.496E-06 3.905E-05 3.817E-04 2.932E-07 4.549E-03 CCS Train A pump disch...

[ C-CV-B 1.325E-04 2.343E-04 3.064E-05 1.143E-04 5.011E-04 8.905E-06 4.573E-03 CCSTrain 8 pump disch...

[] C-MOV-1 4.716E-02 1.474E-01 3.370E-03 4.995E-02 4.081E-01 5.241E-04 9.789E-01 CCS suction isolation val...

Z C-MJOV-A 1.910E-03 1.226E-02 4.1 05E-05 1.301E-03 2.575E-02 1.641E-06 6.252E-01 CCS Train A pump disch...

[] C-MOV-B 6.626E-03 1.625E-02 5.386E-04 3.824E-03 3.473E-02 8.701E-05 6.372E-01 CCS Train S pump disch...

F C-PUMP-A 1.146E-03 6.846E-03 3.052E-05 8.468E-04 1.384E-02 1.845E-06 5.880E-01 CCSTrainAmotor-drive...

F C-PUMP-B 3.976E-03 9.331E-03 3.493E-04 2.462E-03 1.819E-02 5.068E-05 5.912E-01 CCS Train B motor-drive...

M/ DG-A 7.640E-03 6.561E-03 1.043E-03 4.118E-03 1.299E-02 7.020E-05 7.360E-02 Emergency diesel gener..

M4 DG-8 9.433E-01 8.277E-01 2.946E-01 8.639E-01 9.825E-01 1.727E-02 9.989E-01 Emergency diesel gener..

n4 TANK 4.716E-06 2.017E-05 5.803E-07 6.562E-06 4.721E-05 7.062E-08 4.993E-04 RWST supply to the inje...

[A l k~lSample ] . ush

Figure 13. Uncertainty on importance measures

The calculation arrays are temporarily (due to the potentially large storage space) stored in
memory - consequently, once the user closes the importance measure screen, the uncertainty
results are discarded and must be rerun if needed again.

The other report option for the importance measures is a plot of each component based on the
sampling process. This option is displayed by selecting the plot tab (see Figure 14).

Data -F ,Ilt Report

Importance Graph

1.0E+0-- ----------------- ---- -,L- - - - - - - - -

1. 0 0-2 - ;-- -- - ---~ -- - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - -

1.0E-6 .. . . . . . . .. . . .
- -: . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . - ---.. . . . . . . .- -

1.0E-7I

oig r n 0f ic m 0
0 0 0 ý

Figure 14. Plotting of importance measure uncertainty
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2.3 Event Trees

The analysis process for event trees is designed to solve the accident sequences for minimal
cut sets. The cut set generation and other processes are similar to the fault tree option with
exception that event tree sequences are used as the logic model. The different aspects of
analyzing the event tree accident sequences will be covered.

2.3.1 Solve Options

Cut Set Generation

The cut set generation is based on the linked fault tree methodology (i.e. fault tree logic linked to
the event tree logic). The solve option, available by right-clicking on an event tree, (shown in
Figure 15) will generate the minimal cut sets for the accident sequence logic, which is then
quantified. Depending if the event tree is highlighted or an individual sequence will determine
which sequences are analyzed.

'i Event Trees

New event tree ...

Edit Logic

Edit Linkage Rules

Edit Post-processing Rules

Edit Partition Rules

Link
I Solve

View Summary Results

View Cut Sets

View Importance Measures

Figure 15. Event Tree Cut Set solve option path

Once the Solve option has been selected, SAPHIRE will pop up a screen that allows for
sequence analysis settings. Each of the options will be discussed.

Cut Set Probability Truncation

None - This truncation option solves for all possible cut sets.

Normal - This truncation option generates all cut sets above the truncation value
specified.

Conditional - This truncation option generates all cut sets above the truncation value
specified, ignoring the initiating event frequency.
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Solution Steps

The solution steps check boxes are designed to specify how to solve the accident sequences.
These check boxes can be checked individually and the Solve button clicked or multiple boxes
can be checked and SAPHIRE will apply all operations that are checked starting at top and
working down the list.

Solve for Cut Sets - Solve the event tree sequences that are highlighted (or event
trees) for minimal cut sets based on the sequence logic model.

Apply Post-Processing Rules - This check box will apply all post-processing rules to
the newly generated cut sets (Sequence specific rule, Event Tree specific rule, then
Project rule). Note that the option may be disabled if no post-processing rules exist for
the sequence(s).

UpdatelQuantify Cut Sets - This option re-evaluates the existing cuts to remove any
potential non-minimal cut sets and then quantifies these cut sets using the default
quantification method.

Quantify Cut Sets - This option quantifies the cut sets using the default quantification
method.

Clear Cut Set Partitions - This option resets the partition rules (i.e., removes the end
states from the cut sets that was created using partition rules).

Apply Partition Rules - This option applies the partition rules to create user specific
end states for the cut sets based on rules (Sequence specific rule, Event Tree specific
rule, then Project rule). Note that the option will be disabled if no post-processing rules
exist for the sequence(s).

Copy Cut Sets to Nominal Case - This option stores the resultant cut sets into the
nominal case.

Clear Current Case - This option deletes any stored cut sets in the current case.

Model Types

The last option within this screen is what Model Types are to be solved. Each basic event/fault
tree/event tree can be susceptible to one or more of the Model Types available within
SAPHIRE. The default is Random, but multiple Model Types can be selected and SAPHIRE will
solve the fault tree based on the Model Type(s) selected (see Figure 16). The results will all be
grouped together based on the Model Type(s) selected.
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Project Default

Solution Steps
fY Solve for Cut Sets

rv Apply Post-processing Rules

f7 Update/ Quantify Cut Sets

- Quantify Cut Sets

- Clear Cut Set Partitions
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-_1
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Figure 16. Model type selection for solving sequences

Report

There are multiple Report options, just like in SAPHIRE 7. The options from within the event
tree menu (by right-clicking on an event tree) are:

* View Summary Results
* View Cut Sets
* View Importance Measures
* View Uncertainty

The other option is to select Publish from the project's main menu bar (see Figure 17 and 18).
This report function allows the user to specify from a default listing of report outputs and select
the document structure for printing.
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Figure 17. Event Tree Report path
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Event Tree CDF by Category
Nominal Results by Initiator
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Event Tree Graphics Report
Custom Report

2

E

Event Tree Listing Demonstration Sample
Family in C:\Saphire 8

\Demo\

05119/2010 12:18:08 AM

NAME INITIATOR DESCRIPTION

LOSP LOSP Loss of offsite Power Event Tree

Model Version: 0.0 Modei Date: Software Version: Version
8.0.7.1

I
Cutoff% (for detail display, where applicable)

1.0 1 Pubis X Cancel

Figure 18. Event Tree report
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2.3.2 Uncertainty Analysis

The uncertainty analysis is the same as that performed in SAPHIRE Version 7. The only
difference is the menu options and improved plotting. In SAPHIRE Version 8, the Uncertainty
analysis is performed in the View Uncertainty option after the cut sets have been generated.
The type of uncertainty needs to be specified on whether all highlighted sequences are to be
analyzed independently or if all highlighted sequences are to be analyzed as a group.

The different types of sampling available within SAPHIRE Version 8 are Latin Hypercube and
Monte Carlo. To use either one of these sampling methods, its radio button must be selected
along with the number of samples. The Uncertainty option may be selected for all highlighted
sequences to be analyzed individually or to obtain a single result for the group of sequences.

Once the Uncertainty Method is selected then the Calculate button is pressed. SAPHIRE
Version 8 will perform the sampling technique specified for the number of samples. Once
SAPHIRE performs the uncertainty analysis it plots the results (see Figure 19, where we plot the
uncertainty results for two sequences). The percentiles and overall mean can be displayed by
selecting the Results Table button.

Calculation Parameters
Uncertainty Graph

Number of Samples 5000

R a n d o m # S e e d 0 1 .O E -1 - .- ----------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- , -- -

Uncertainty Method 1.GE-2 ----------------------------------

1.OE-3

Intermediate Values !Saphire Format " 1.OE-4 .------------------------ --

[ S ve , .. }1.0E-5 ..

0.0.

0 0

_ir 1aurane ___

Figure 19. Uncertainty plot example
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2.3.3 Importance Measures

The importance measures in SAPHIRE Version 8 are the same as in SAPHIRE Version 7. The
only difference is the menu option and the type of outputs. The improvements on the Fussell-
Vesely (FV) importance equation and on importance measure uncertainty analysis capability are
applicable as well for event trees.

The importance measures can be reported as point estimates or the component variability can
be incorporated into the results. The point estimate is calculated using the formal importance
measure equations using just the input probabilities for the individual components and the
overall point estimate for the accident sequence(s). However, if the importance of the
components based on their variability is required, SAPHIRE Version 8 will perform the same
calculation as stated for the point estimate except now it samples from the component's
uncertainty and feeds this into the importance measure equation. For example, FV is calculated
as

FV, = Fi(x)/F(x)

where: F(x) is the original minimal cut set upper bound

Fi(x) is the minimal cut set upper bound with only the basic event of interest.

For the point estimate, the equation is solved only once for each component using their input
probability. Now to take into consideration the component's variability, the FV equation is
calculated for each sample. From the results of the samples, the FV mean, and other
parameters are obtained for each component.

The report for the importance measure based on the point estimate is shown in Figure 20.
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Name Count Prob. FV RIR RRR Birnbaum RII RRI Uncertainty Description

7 C-CV-A 2 1.000E-04 3.671E-08 1.0006+00 1.000E+DO 1.8 .0E-0S iBDOE-O5 1.800E-09 1.349E-09 CCS TrainA pump discharge...

7 C-CV-B 3 1.000E-04 9.181E-05 1.099,E00 1.0000E+0 4.502E-02 4.5D1E-02 4.502E-06 3.375E-06 CCSTrain B pump discharge...

7 C-MOV-1 10 1.000E-03 9.666E-04 1.944E+00 1.001E+00 4.735E-02 4.730E-02 4.740E-05 5.997E-05 CCS suction isolation valve

71 C-MOV-A 11 5.000E-03 1.976E-06 1.000E+00 1.0O0E+0O 1.936E-05 1.928E-05 9.688E-08 1.227E-07 CCS Train A pump discharge...

[] C-MaV-B 12 5.000E-03 4.591E-03 1.894E+00 1.005E+00 4.502E-02 4.480E-02 2.251E-04 2.851E-04 CCSTrain B pump discharge...

7 C-PUMP-A 11 3.000E-03 1.186E-06 1 0OOE+00 1 000E600 1.938E-05 1.932E-05 5.813E-08 7.363E-08 CCSTrainAmotor-driven pu...

7 C-PUMP-B 12 3.000E-03 2.754E-03 1.895E+00 1.003E+00 4.502E-02 4.488E-02 1.351E-04 1.711E-04 CCSTrain B motor-driven pu...

7/ DG-A 6 2.000E-02 9.439E-01 4.589E+01 1.745E+01 2.297E+00 2.250E+00 4.725E-02 1.1 34E-01 Emergency diesel generatorA

7 DG-B 5 2.00tE-02 2.670E-02 2.272E+00 1.027E+00 6.505E-02 6.374E-02 1.3106-03 3.212E-03 Emergency diesel generator B

74 E-CV-A 6 1.000E-04 1.290E-04 2.254E*00 1.000E+00 6.284E-02 6.263E-02 6.324E-06 4.711 E-06 ECS Train A pump discharge...

7 E-CV-B 5 1.000E-04 3.720E-05 1.363E.00 1.000E+00 1.821E-02 1.820E-02 1.824E-06 1.365E-06 ECSTrain B pump discharge...

7 E-MOV-1 11 1.000E-03 4.685E-02 4.589E+01 1.048E÷00 2.252E+00 2.2506E00 2.300E-03 2.853E-03 ECS suction isolation valve

7 E-MOV-A 15 5.000E-03 6.449E-93 2.248E+00 1.006E+00 6.285E-02 6.253E-02 3.162E-04 3.9B1E-04 ECS TrainA pump discharge...

7- E-MOV-B 14 5.000E-03 1.860E-03 1.361E+00 1.002E+00 1.821E-02 1.812E-02 9.122E-05 1.153E-04 ECSTrain B pump discharge...

7 E-PUMP-A 15 3.000E-03 3.869E-03 2.250E+00 1.004E+00 6.285E-02 6.266E-02 1.897E-04 2.388E-04 ECSTrainAmotor-driven pu...

7 E-PUMP-B 14 3.000E-03 1.116E-03 1.362E+00 1.001E+00 1.821E-02 1.815E-02 5.473E-05 6.919E-05 ECSTrain B motor-driven pu...

7 LOSP 54 2.3066E00 1.0000E+0 4.348E-01 1.900E+38 2.179E-02 -2.833E-... 5.012E-02 1.237E-01 Loss ofOffsuePower

7 TANK 1 1.000E-07 4.589E-06 4.589E÷01 1.000E+00 2.250E+00 2.250E+00 2.250E-07 1.6076-07 RWST supply to the injection...

C lone,

Figure 20. Importance Measures based on point estimate

The report for the importance measures allowing the component's variability to be propagated
through is shown in Figure 21. The report shown below provides the results of the FV sampling.

Point Eat F-V RIR RRR 00 Rtt RRI Unc(Std. Danj

Pt. 1lot~aa PP Report1

Name Point Est... Mean 5th 50th 95th Minimum Maximum Description

7/ C-CV-A 3.671E-08 1.119E-07 7.676E-10 2.139E-08 2.769E-07 1.150E-11 4.094E-06 CCSTrainApumpdischarge chec...

74 C-CV-B 9 181E-05 8.115E-05 1.316E-05 5.240E-05 1.586E-04 5.016E-07 8.324E-04 CCSTrain B pump discharge chec..

7f C-MOV-1 9.666E-04 9.759E-04 8.590E-05 4.791E-D4 2 097E-03 1.301E-O5 6.277E-02 CCS suction isolation valve

74 C-MOV-A 1.976E-06 1.689E-05 1.537E-08 8.164E-07 2.495E-05 2.616E-10 2.584E-03 CCSTrainApump discharge isolot...

7 C-MOV-B 4.591E-03 3.759E-03 2.883E-04 1.857E-03 8.243E-03 8.621E-06 4.718E-02 CCS Train B pump discharge isola...

7 C-PUMP-A 1.186E-06 8.374E-06 1 117E-08 5.189E-07 1.515E-05 1.653E-10 1.947E-03 CCSTrainAnmtor-driven pump

7/ C-PUMP-B 2.754E-03 2.373E-03 1.996E-04 1.124E-03 5.443E.03 2.651E-05 2.655E-02 CCSTrain B motor-driven pump

74 DO-A 9.439E-01 8.266E-01 2.628E-01 8.605E-01 9.839E-01 1.790E-02 0.998E-01 Emergency diesel generatorA

7/ DG-B 2.670E-02 2.373E-02 1.985E-03 1.156E-02 5.009E-02 1.734E-04 6.294E-01 Emergency diesel generator B

M E-CV-A 1.290E-04 2.344E-04 2.871E-05 1.079E-04 5.053E-04 9.597E-06 6.367E-03 ECSTrainApumpdischarge chec...

7/ E-CV-B 3.720E-05 1.533E-04 2.074E-06 3.546E-05 3.858E-04 1.325E-07 6.263E-03 ECS Train B pump discharge chec...

74 E-MOV-1 4.6865E-02 1.495E-01 3.0546-03 5.0926-02 4.106E-01 1.747E-04 9.577E-01 ECS suction isolation valve

7/ E-lMDV-A 6.449E-03 1.541E-02 5.195E-04 3.6356-03 3.2516E02 1.207E-04 6.958E-01 .ECSTrainApump discharge isolat...

7 E-MOV-B 1.860E-03 1.167E-02 3.753E-05 1.151E-03 2.494E-02 1.852E-06 6.901E-01 ECSTrain B pump discharge isolat..

E 6-PUMP-A 3.869E-03 9.226E-03 3.554E-04 2.248E-03 1.886E-02 4.874E-05 6.033E-01 ECS TrainA mtor-driven pump

7] E-PUMP-B 1.116E-03 6.862E-03 2.406E-05 7.228E-04 1.416E-02 6.523E-07 5.908E-01 ECS Train B motor-driven pump

7] LOSP 1.00gE+00 1.D000E00 1.006E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.006E+0O 1.000E+00 Loss ofOffsftePower

7 TANK 4.589E-06 1.997E-05 4889E-07 6139E-06 4566E-05 6263E-08 7.049E-04 RWST supply to the injection and..

F X b__ý

Figure 21. Fussell-Vesely Importance Measures report
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The other report option for the importance measures is a plot of each component based on the
sampling process and this plot is shown in Figure 22. In this plot, the 5 th and 95th percentiles
are shown via the white box, while the mean is shown as a small red box.

S eeIoIsurosLOW (• F- - 07L.1 •
Point Est. F-V RIR RRR E R1 3 J RRI I Unc (Std. Dov)]

Data j•,P- - I - Report

Importance Graph

1.0E-÷-O .... - --- • .. .... ..... .... < ..... .. ....... ..... .. ....... ---- . . ;-- - - - I - I - -- - ---

1.0E- ---- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - . . .- - -

1.0E46-

1 .O _ _ ---. ..---- ......- -. .....-- - ---- -- -.. ..--.. ..- --.. ..-

2.4 G enea upotFwcin

1. EI - - - -- - --- - -- I- - - - I * i--- -- - --- '- -- ----- I-- ------- -- -- - -- --

G ene ra - - - - - - -I - -dis-usse -n ----- --- a.-

o o 0 0 0 0 0
U Q D n nD

Figure 22. Plotting importance measure uncertainty

2.4 General Support Functions

General support function discussed in this section are:

* Search
" Bookmark
* Check Project
* Documentation

Search

SAPHIRE Version 8 has a search function that will return any object in the project that matches
the search such as tree names, gates and basic events names, and including the matched text
in the descriptions. It is not case sensitive. The results can be examined from the search for
cross-references in the project, frequencies, quantification methods, and other information
including a graphical view if viewing a tree with a movable magnified area.
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As with any window opened, the search remains open and accessible in the main panel (see
Figure 23). This capability is useful for large models.

SAPHIRE [project. "DEMO - Demonstration Sample Family" folder: "C,\Saphire 8tDiemoV"]

- File View Boolonarks Publsh Project. Tools Helpe -

W' Basic Events ~ I iJ. . cco eac

New trasic event *
C-CV-A -

C-CV-B • Search for information

C MOV-l 1'
C-MOV-A1.

C-MOV-B View Options
C-PUMP [ Preview Data
C-PUMP M] Basic Events ] Event Trees
DG-A [] Fault Trees 0 End States
DG-B ,Y Basic Events

E-CV-OA
C-MDV-1 CCS suctio isolation valve

- Fault [4! C-MOV-A CCS Train Apump discharge isolation ealve

New laul - C-MIOV-S CC S Train B pump discharge isolation valve

cs 9, C-PUMP-I
EOS C-PUJM P -Jfw*!Sda077wS nfrrfPr9W-b r" .rrs T

- z-az-

-o.-ra.uu w dl]L

FBasic Event

E-MOV-1

ECS suction isolation valve

Type MOV

Models

. ;. .. : i I I . I

q Even

New'

. LOSF

'q Even

New I

:, E-MOV-1i

E-MOV-A

, Fault Tree

stEvent Tre

* ",,a.• •. .. ,-- •- c

FaultTree-
[Z Preview Data
[ Basic Events
[J Fault Trees

Wo Basic Events

9 CCS Con
'I C-CV-A CCI

CIi C-CV-B CCI
9I. C-MOV-i CCI

" C-MOV-A CC5

, C-PUMP-A CCI

n/SearchtE~nced

MJ Event Trees
ni End States

tammentCoolingSystern

i Trne Apuep discharge check valve

i Train B purp discharge check valve

i sction isolation valve

Train A puap discharge isolation valve

STrain B oums dischame asolation valve

Tran A mntnrhvIen r-n

'llt

* Fault Trees

9+ CCS

CCS
ContainmentCoolingSyotem

MinCut Upper Bound -

Cat Set Prob Cutoff 0.000EtO0

Quantification Method Min Cut

Flag Set

L":::'i N
CoreammeotCooliogSyston

" Workspaces

9. General Analysis
New Analysis ..

] Open Windows

Search- 1
... Search

qz Event Trees

Clst
- - ---------A -

Figure 23. Sample search results

Bookmark

SAPHIRE Version 8 also has a bookmark option (see Figure 24) that provides a way to save a
group of objects for later retrieval. To have all of the CCS basic events at the click of a
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bookmark, the CCS are highlighted in the Basic Events window and a right click will bring up the
option to bookmark the selection.

•'t.SAPHIRE [project DEMO 7Demonsirition Sa iple Family" folder. "C:\Saphi.re 8\D,-o\"]

File"- View Bookmarks Publish Project Tools Help
W'B' a s ic E v e n ts IS tand ardt " . -f . . . . . . .. . .

'CSfCCS~i7f ~Sac
-C:-ryOV--A . CC-S- Trai-AB p u-m-p . ,,C-MYOV-B CCS Train B pump..

-Hide/Show

DG-A Set Bookmark
DG-B3 G-Goto Bookmark

E-CV-A

E-CV-B L Delete
E-MOV-1 ... E C8-ý-u-cti b-ni] soI-a1 t i

E-MOV-A ECS TrainApump

E-MOV-B ECS Train B pump

E-PUMP-A ECSTrainAmotor-...

E-PUMP-B ECS Train 8 motor-...

New fault tree.
CCS ContainmentCoolingS

Figure 24. Bookmark example

Name and save the bookmark (see Figure 25) and it will be available for retrieval under
Bookmarks. When the bookmark is retrieved, the previously highlighted basic events are
selected.

*A dd • ' 9" . . . .a r.

Name PUMP Events

Description

All pump basic eventsl

Figure 25. Bookmark add form

Check Project

A "Check Project" feature (found under the Tools option), shown in Figure 26, is also included in
Version 8. This helps quality assurance checking of the PRA model database that was loaded
into the SA user interface. Version 8 performs checks at the levels of the project, event, fault
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tree, and event tree. The user should select which items to be checked, and then click the Ok
button.

w

F-Project Level Checks

F Global Rules

-Event Level Checks

r Probability Inconsistencies

[_ Exclude Developed E'r'ts

F Unused Basic Events

r Auto .erenve

F Template Check

F Database Naming Issues

f Autco ,,ri-hrorlre. '.:ept E'eFnt'i

I- Extraneous Information

f- Auijh Clear

F- Description Issues

rF Aut:_ y5:.chrornize

r Correlation Class Check

-Fault Tree Level Checks
F Unused Gates

F Auto Remove'.._-

F Gate Issues

F Unused Fault Trees

r Auto R.e '...'ve

F Logic Loops

F Multiple Tops

F Auto, Split M.4ultiple Tops

F Top Issues

F Post-Processing Rules

rEvent Tree Level Checks

F Unused End States

F Auto Rero.,e

F Linkage Rules

F Post-Processing Rules

F Partition Rules

F- Unused Sequences

r Auto Remo',,,'e

Check All I S/OKJ X Close

Figure 26. Check-Project feature

Documentation

On the toolbar, the Project -4 Documentation option (see Figure 27) provides additional
information on basic events, event trees, and fault trees (name, description, notes, and
references) as well as a way of adding tables to the SDP interface report.
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:ý Dcuenaton1? - I I
,± Basic Events
mEvent Trees

LOSP

Fault Trees

ECS

E Fault Tree Name

Description

Contain ment Cooling System

Notes

Reference

X ChDse

Figure 27. Documentation feature

Viewing Fault Tree and Event Tree Flag Sets

New in SAPHIRE is the display of flag sets assigned to fault trees and event trees. This
information can be found in the SA interface by selecting a fault tree or an event tree, right
clicking, and displaying View Summary Results.
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3. MODELING FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES

SAPHIRE Version 8 has been designed to support improvements in SPAR model development
and use. New features and capabilities were incorporated for external events and LERF/Level 2
PRA modeling. In addition, Version 8 was designed for working with integrated models.

3.1 External Events Modeling via an Accident Sequence Matrix

Development of models which make use of similar event tree structures, such as external
events models, was made user-friendly by providing a method to import event tree logic and
sequence flag sets. This method allows a model developer to specify the accident sequence
information in a spreadsheet. An example input deck is shown in Figure 28.

* Model Type Name,Model Type IDIE,IE Freq.,IE Desc.,Event Tree Name,Event Tree Desc.,X-
fer to,End State SubstitutionFlag Set Name,Flag Set Desc.,Flag Set Setting(s)....

FIREFIR, IE-FRI-1,4.84E-05,Fire Scenario 1,FIRE1 ,"Demo Fire scenario
1",LOSP,, FIRE_FS_1 Flag Set for Fire Scenario 1 ,E-CV-A

FIRE,FIR,IE-FRI-2,2.67E-04,Fire Scenario 2,FIRE2,"Demo Fire scenario
2",LOSP,, FIRE_FS_2,Flag Set for Fire Scenario 2,E-CV-B

FIRE, FIR, I E-FRI-3,2.58E-04, Fire Scenario 3,FIRE3,"Demo Fire scenario
3",LOSP,,FIRE_FS_3,Flag Set for Fire Scenario 3,E-MOV-1

FLOOD, FLI, I E-FLOOD-1,4.84E-05, Flood Scenario 1, FLOOD ,"Demo Flood scenario
1",LOSP,,FLOODFS1, Flag Set for Flood Scenario 1,E-CV-A

FLOOD, FLI, I E-FLOOD-2,2.67E-04, Flood Scenario 2,FLOOD2,"Demo Flood scenario
2", LOSP,, FLOOD_FS_2, Flag Set for Flood Scenario 2,E-CV-B

FLOOD, FLI, I E-FLOOD-3,2.58E-04, Flood Scenario 3, FLOOD3,"Demo Flood scenario
3",LOSP,,FLOODFS_3, Flag Set for Flood Scenario 3,E-MOV-1

SEISMIC1 EQ1 ,IE-EQ-BIN-1, 1.036E-03,Seismic Scenario 1 ,SEISMIC1 "Demo Seismic
scenario 1 ",LOSP,,SEISMICFS_ ,Flag Set for Seismic Scenario 1,E-CV-A

SEISMIC2,EQ2,IE-EQ-BIN-2,2.560E-05,Seismic Scenario 2,SEISMIC2,"Demo Seismic
scenario 2",LOSP,,SEISMICFS_2, Flag Set for Seismic Scenario 2,E-CV-B

SEISMIC3, EQ3,IE-EQ-BIN-3,8.740E-06,Seismic Scenario 3,SEISMIC3,"Demo Seismic
scenario 3",LOSP,,SEISMICFS_3, Flag Set for Seismic Scenario 3,E-MOV-1

Figure 28. Information for an accident sequence matrix file

In SAPHIRE, the accident sequence matrix file is loaded via Project -4 Tools -- Add Accident
Matrix from the main menu. Click the open button and locate the accident matrix file desired.
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Click the Add button and the process begins. Information will appear in a text box as the
accident matrix file is being processed. Any errors or warnings will also be displayed in this box.
When done, click the OK button. The project will now be populated with the event trees and
basic events described in the accident sequence matrix file.

This capability builds upon an existing model - it does not build a new project from scratch. In
the above example an internal initiating events model is extended to include external initiating
events.

SAPHIRE will create the following from the above line items:

Model Type: (Model Type Name, Model Type ID

Initiating Event: (IE, IE Freq., IE Desc.)

Event Tree: (Event Tree Name, Event Tree Desc.)

End State Substitution (created in the linkage rules)

Flag Set: (Flag Set Name, Flag Set Desc., Flag Set Setting(s)),
where the "Flag Set Settings" is the basic event name which will be
set to True (the ASM does not currently set the basic event to False
or Ignore).

The following must exist:

The transfer tree: (X-fer to)

3.2 LERF/Level 2 Models

SAPHIRE Version 8 features and capabilities were extended to support new LERF/Level 2
modeling requirements. SAPHIRE Version 7 supports LERF/Level 2 models which utilize
Bridge Event Trees (BETs) and Containment Event Trees (CETs). While this BET/CET
modeling capability remains in Version 8, requirements were specified to build LERF/Level 2
models which are compatible with "extended Level 1 SPAR models" and utilize containment
phenomena event trees (CPETs) and BETs. Extended Level 1 SPAR model event trees have
an end state corresponding to plant damage states (PDSs) rather than core damage (CD).

In Version 8, different end states, e.g., CD, PDS, LERF, can be modeled as different phases
(Phase 1 = CDF, Phase 2 = PDS, and Phase 3 = LERF). The LERF/Level 2 model can be run
in the SA interface just as it can be done in SAPHIRE Version 7. The model can also be run in
the ECA and the GA interfaces. There are differences in performing the calculation in these
interfaces versus the SA interface. First, the underlying calculation does not gather on the
intermediate PDS end state (assuming the LERF end state of a LERF model is chosen to be
analyzed). Gathering is only performed on the last chosen end state. Thus, results are
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reported from the initiating event through the last chosen end state. Second, the GA interface
allows a comparison between the new case and the nominal case only when basic event
probabilities are modified. It should also be noted that LERF/Level 2 models are not run in the
SDP interface (although the capability exists) since that interface has a specified method for
estimating LERF.

Additionally, new keywords were developed to support LERF/Level 2 model building and are
described in the Technical Reference Volume 2.

Phases

Phases can be assigned to the project by opening the Project menu and selecting Phases as
shown in Figure 29. Phases are discussed further in Chapter 4.6.

A

•.-,File .. ,vew Bookmarks Publish Proect Tools Help. ..... ".

New basic event..

C-CV-A CCS Train Apu '-X~

C-CV-B CCS Train 8 pu .. .', . ..7

C MOV 1 CCS suction Is.. :-. -7

Fal iLesOk Phases ýOr e ".. ..m ,'.I."'" Color--. " • "[ a. " i." " '..v De.,. dd " .'"- ''' • " " . . , ".

Newfault tree 1.HSEI P n. Det'ci Phasen"

C C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 P H A S E 1 P H 1 D e fa u lt P h a s e.

ECS EmergencyCoolin. 2 - S. .. . vae

e•.. /r : , 5r.... ...

New.event tree.s - ,. T Ph se. Ed
U LOSP7.;'~: ýL~s oOffoit Po' ..

... s P .o Nam' E M

.ýl lidel Tvpes V JH
New Model Type.. ".. .

1-7 ASP.CONDITI. ASP CONDITIC...
ASP INIT EV... ASP INITIATING

r FIRE FIRE

r• End Statens
New end staoe

LARGE-RELEASE

Figure 29. Adding a new Phase option

3.3 Integrated Models

Basic event "Applicability" is a way to separate a component into different failure types. For
example, in addition to random failures, one may have failures related to earthquakes, high
winds, or other conditions. The different failure environments may have their own failure
models, parameters, descriptions, and uncertainty. The applicability option is used to control

-. St .4:...
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phased-mission models, where one may have different failure models for different phases. In
SAPHIRE Version 8, up to 32 different model types and 100 phases may be defined.

Unlike the "Analysis Type" used in SAPHIRE 7, any of the applicable model or phase-related
events may appear in the cut sets in any combination, as dictated by the fault tree and event
tree logic.

Basic event model types are defined under the Project -. Model Type option (see Figure 30).

M~dd, 3,e <N

Project Model Types I

Name ID I Color I Description
ASPCONDITION

ASPINITEVENT
FIRE

RANDOM

CND
INI
FIR

ASP CONDITION ASSESSMENT
ASP INITIATING EVENT ASSESSMENT

FIRE

RANDOM FAILURE

•/OK ) Cancel

Figure 30. Adding a new Model Type

Project phases are assigned as described previously, and will appear in a basic event's
"Applicability" tab. A user will be able to evaluate a PRA for a specific model type (e.g., fire,
flood, either fire or flood) in conjunction with different phases (e.g., Level 1 core damage,
LERF).

Version 8 support for integrated models includes:

Building and modifying integrated models

* Assigning Model Type to Event Trees and Basic Events (Gates and Fault Trees are not
assigned a model type)
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" Assigning Phase to Event Tree sequences, Fault Trees, and Basic Events

* Comparing an imported model (or model section) to a model loaded into the Standard
Analysis interface via the "Integrate Project" feature

" Creating models using the Accident Sequence Matrix capability

" Creating models in the SA interface

* Modifying models in the SA interface

" Modifying models in the GA interface

Viewing integrated models

" Event Tree sequence phases are color coded

" Fault Tree basic events are color coded and can be viewed using "View Expand"

Solving integrated models

* Solving any combination of Model Types in the SA, the SDP, the ECA, and the GA
interfaces.

Reporting for integrated models

" Reporting results of any combination of integrated model solved

* Reporting results from the Initiating Event through the selected Phase end state for
workspace calculations
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4. QUANTIFICATION ALGORITHMS AND METHODS

4.1 Single Pass and Multiple Pass Solving

SAPHIRE Version 8 has two options when solving the model:

* Single pass with cut set update option
* Multiple pass

SAPHIRE Version 7 solves only with the single pass with a cut set update option. There is one
difference between the Version 7 and Version 8 single pass algorithm, namely, that the Version
8 algorithm will automatically adjust common cause failure compound basic events in a group
when the group's component(s) are out for test and maintenance. For example, one component
is out for test and maintenance, then the compound basic event common-cause failure
probability will be automatically adjusted for a group of one less components.

The difference between the single pass with cut set update and the multipass solving routines
are:

* The multiple pass solution algorithm will ensure that all sequence recovery rules are applied
when basic events in the model are specified as a logical "True." The "single pass with cut
set update option" does not do this (in Version 7 or in Version 8).

* The multiple. pass algorithm will remove non-minimal cut sets if a basic event failure
probability is modeled as 1.0 versus a logical "True." That is, the multipass algorithm
automatically performs a cut set update. The cut set update performed in the "single pass"
solution removes non-minimal cut sets, but it does not remove non-minimal cut sets that
exist as a result of setting a basic event failure probability to 1.0 instead of a logical "True."

" SAPHIRE 8 performs the "base case" and the "new case" solving at the same truncation
level for both algorithms. In SAPHIRE 7, which uses the single pass with a cut set update
option, it is possible that these two cases could be solved at different sequence truncation
levels resulting in calculating a delta between results truncated at different levels.

These two algorithms are outlined below.

SAPHIRE Version 8 follows the steps below for the "single-pass" solution:

1. Recalculate the "nominal case" to be able to determine the increase in risk.
a. Generate basic event data with no change sets marked. If the no test/maintenance

option is used, all Test and Maintenance (T&M) events will be set to zero.
b. Solve all sequence cut sets using a predetermined (but low) truncation.
c. Apply recovery rules to all sequence cut sets.
d. If identified in the project constants, perform a cut set update to ensure non-minimal cut

sets are removed.
e. Re-quantify the cut sets.
f. Store the cut set results via a base case update.
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2. Calculate the risk increase.
a. Generate basic event data with SDP changes indicated by the analyst. If the no

test/maintenance option is used, all T&M events will be set to zero.
b. Solve sequence cut sets using the same truncation for the "nominal" case.
c. Apply recovery rules to all sequence cut sets.
d. If identified in the project constants, perform a cut set update to ensure non-minimal cut

sets are removed.
e. Re-quantify the cut sets.
f. Store the cut set results for use in determining the SDP annualized CDF.

SAPHIRE Version 8 follows the steps below for the "multi-pass" solution:

1. Recalculate the "nominal case" to be able to determine the increase in risk.
a. Generate basic event data with no change sets marked. If the no test/maintenance

option is used, all T&M events will be set to zero.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.

Solve all sequence cut sets using a predetermined (but low) truncation.
Apply recovery rules to all sequence cut sets.
Perform a cut set update to ensure non-minimal cut sets are removed.
Re-quantify the cut sets to ensure they have the proper values.
Store the cut set results via a base case update.

2. Calculate the risk increase.
a.

b.
C.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.

Generate basic event data with SDP changes indicated by the analyst and store these
values for use in Step 2g. If the no test/maintenance option is used, all T&M events will
be set to zero.
Change TRUE events to 1.0 events (to ensure application of recovery rules).
Solve sequence cut sets using the same truncation for the "nominal" case.
Apply recovery rules to all sequence cut sets.
Change events having a probability of 1.0 to TRUE events (to ensure that non-minimal
cut sets will be removed during the next step).
Perform a cut set update to ensure non-minimal cut sets are removed.
Re-quantify the cut sets so they have the proper values stored from step 2a.
Store the cut set results for use in determining the SDP annualized CDF.

The SDP and the ECA "workspaces" discussed in Chapter 5 utilize the algorithms as given
above. The GA workspace, however, does not first calculate a "nominal case." This is because
changes to the model loaded into the GA workspace may include model logic changes in
addition to probability changes of existing basic events which results in essentially a new model
from the originally loaded model.
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4.2 Risk Assessment Standardization Project (RASP) Common-
Cause Failure (CCF) Module

The RASP CCF module uses Boolean reduction to realize combinations of CCF basic events,
and removes approximations made in the conditional CCF probability modeling for events
assessment as a result of setting components' failure modes to 1, TRUE, 0, or FALSE. The
RASP common cause basic event is set as a new calculation type. The CCF type "R" can be
found in the basic events under the "Failure Model" option as shown in Figure 31.

'F'

• ... l ,• ,'v - ,-- 7 - .- •. . . • .. . . .• -• - 7 • . - -. :-. . . .

Failure Model "Attributes Appl!cability Notes Summary I Model Data
ftnm........................ ... yi._..........-. .. ....... ...

Event Default Template NONE SPECIFIED

:-- Model Type RANDOM

Description 2 of 3

* Calculated Probability 2.696E-05

Process Flag Failure=> System Logic I Success=> Delete Term

Uses Template NONE SPECIFIED

ii Failure Model Common Cause Failure - (R)

Edit Properties Edit

Correlation Class

A .~R l Cancell

Figure 31. A basic event set up as the new CCF type

This CCF module is implemented in Version 7 and in Version 8; however, additional capability is
included in Version 8. Version 7 will assign the RASP CCF probability to a single basic event
that was specified to use the RASP CCF methodology. This probability is calculated by a fault
tree containing all relevant component failure combinations. The fault tree is generated
automatically by the RASP CCF module, and is solved to provide a single "rolled-up" CCF
probability to the basic event of type R. Version 8 retains this capability, however, in addition, it
expands the different combinations of common cause component failures which result in the
"rolled-up" CCF probability (i.e., RASP CCF module cut sets which contribute to the "rolled-up"
CCF will appear in the sequence cut sets) into the PRA model. When the contributing
combination basic events are expanded, recovery rules can then be applied to specific
combinations. Note, for high-redundancy level CCF events (e.g., five, six), SAPHIRE may
generate a large number of CCF-related combinations.
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When using the RASP CCF method, the user will select for type "R" basic events, a calculation
type:

" "U" to indicate component is failed (unknown type)
* "D" to indicate a component is failed (dependent type)
" "Y" component is failed (independently)

The RASP module will determine the conditional CCF probability by ANDing the RASP CCF
module fault tree with the basic event failure mode of interest (e.g., component A fails to start).
Cut sets will be found from this tree, and will include terms involving different failure modes such
as component A independent failure to start ANDed with components B and C failure to run due
to CCF. These cut set results are then divided by the probability that A fails to start. The RASP
CCF module will solve the conditional fault tree according to the type of failure specified. In
addition to calculation types "U", "D", and "Y", the RASP CCF methodology also handles
components in T&M, not failed, and basic events set to process flag Ignore. Process flag TRUE
is treated as the new calculation type "U."

Also, in SAPHIRE Version 8, the RASP module includes a calculator to view the details of the
CCF calculation (see Figure 32).

{~Nme robab iiy 2.69SE-05

Al By 4 ,=.n~ec~pfA 2 of 3
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Failure Model 'Attributes-, Applicability Notes i Summary- Model DataI

Model Type RPA.oM.

-C•-[Vbata '[CCF Results ! CCF Calculator

Model ýAlpha Factors . Results Detail Level L -oip i i

Testing Scheme Staggered Separator f failure Criteria 2 _-

Independent Failure Events . ... Factors
,o fl'am[e- . .. 1 P -ra eter, flame. _
A ,OV-CC-A Alpha 1 ZA-tAOV-CC-03AO0
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Figure 32. RASP CCF calculator
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The settings for all common cause failure basic events (RASP CCF as well as compound) can
be found in one place under the Project -- User Settings -4 RASP CCF option (see Figure
33).

IUser tti ns

User Settings Category

General Settings
Analysis Options
Rules Editor
Graphical Editor
SOP

RASP CCF Settings

r- Adjust RASP CCF Events from Flag Sets?

RAP C

RASP CCF Edit I

Undo ChangesI LIýI X CancelJ

Figure 33. User settings for RASP CCF

Click on "RASP CCF Edit" to view the basic event information for CCF events (see Figure 34).
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Events~ ~~~ -,hPCF 97ýIml
Name Model/Phase Calc Type

I CCSCKVCFALL I ANDM RAP
CCS-MDP-CF-FR
CCS-MDP-CF-FS
CCS-MOV-CF-ALL
ECS-CKV-CF-ALL
ECS-MDP-CF-FR
ECS-MDP-CF-FS
ECS-MOV-CF-ALL
EPS-DGN-CF-FR
EPS-DGtI-CF-FS

RANDOM
RANDOM
RMADONI
RANDOM
RArNDOM
RANDOM
RAiDOM
RANDOM
RAr DOM

RASP CCF event
RASP CCF event
RASP CCF event
RASP CCF event
RASP CCF event
RASP CCF event
RASP CCF event
Compound event
Compound event

Detail

Rolled-up
Full Detail
Full Detail
Full Detail
Full Detail
Full Detail
Full Detail
NA
NA

Description

CCF OF CCS MDPs TO RUN
CCF OF CCS MDPs TO START
CCF OF ALL CCS MOVs
CCF OF ALL ECS ClVs
CCF OF ECS MDPs TO RUN
CCF OF ECS MDPs TO START
CCF OF ALL ECS MOVs
CCF OF EPS DGIrs TO RUN
CCF OF EPS DGtts TO START

I
LL

[ RAsp I Compound FX Llosýe

Figure 34. RASP CCF edit screen

Clicking on the "RASP" button will convert highlighted basic events to the new RASP CCF
format (using the "rolled up" option). Clicking on the "Full RASP" button will convert highlighted
basic events to the new RASP CCF format (using the "expanded" option). Clicking on the
"Compound" button will convert highlighted basic events to the older-style CCF format (using
compound events).
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4.3 Flag Set Adjustment for RASP CCF Basic Event Probabilities

Flag sets are a special type of change set which are applied to specified sequences after
solving fault trees and event tree sequences. Flag sets will modify a basic event to be True,
False, or Ignore. When a flag set is applied to a sequence and a component is set to TRUE,
system redundancy is reduced. However, the associated CCF probability is not automatically
adjusted in Version 7 for the new common cause failure group (which would be one less, if one
component is set to TRUE). In Version 8, CCF probabilities are automatically adjusted in the
affected sequence when a flag set reduces a redundancy level associated with that CCF event.
This enhanced capability removes the potential to underestimate CCF probabilities when using
sequence flag sets. Note thought that this enhanced CCF probability adjustment can be use
only for the RASP CCF method for basic events specified with calculation type R (not the older
compound CCF basic events which are of calculation type C). To utilize this capability, mark
the option's checkbox under the Project -4 User Settings -- RASP CCF option.

4.4 New Rule Capabilities

Rule/basic event checks

Version 8 performs automatic checks of the user defined rules and the PRA model basic events.
If basic events in the rules are not found in the model, SAPHIRE will alert the user.

Nesting

An example of the linking rule structure is:

If "some search criteria" ... then

Endi f

SaveRuleResults

I Next section of rules...would apply to the results of the previous rule
section

If "some search criteria" ... then

Endif

When SAPHIRE reaches section 2, the rules from the first section will be "applied" in that those
rules will be complete and the rules in the second section will be able to search on the newly-
applied rules from section 1.
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Rule Layering

This feature extends the default linking rule behavior and allow linking rules to be applied from a
"last" to "first" approach, where "last" would be those rules in the event tree closest to the end of
the sequence.

For example, if the transient event tree has the rule:

I TRANS link rule

if always then

AFW = AFWl;

RPS = RPS-FT;

endi f

and a fire event tree (that transfers to the transient event tree) has the rule:

I FIRE link rule

if always then

AFW = AFW-FIRE;

endif

The rules closest to the end of the sequence (those in TRANS) would be applied first, yielding:

AFW = AFW1

RPS = RPS-FT

Then, the next closest to the end would be applied (those in FIRE), leaving:

AFW = AFW-FIRE

RPS = RPS-FT

In SAPHIRE Version 7, the rules AFW = AFW-FIRE and RPS = RPS-FT would not have been
applied. But they will be in Version 8. In addition, the rule layering will be applied to all
applicable trees in the model - the user can not pick and choose to apply or not apply the rule
layering capability to only certain applicable trees.

Keywords

Some key words were added to support the development of the LERF model design. Keywords
for LERF model design are given in the Table 2.
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Table 2. Keywords for LERF model design.

Keyword Description Comments

System(Fault-Tree-Name) = Assigns the flag set named Similar to the existing
Flag(Flag-Set-Name); "Flag-Set-Name" to the fault sequence flag set

tree "Fault-Tree-Name." assignment approach, for
example:

if ECS then

eventree(LOSP) =

flag(FLAG-SET-1);

endif

Sequence = Endstate(ES-NAME); Assigns the current The existing rule approach
sequence the end state is:
named "ES-NAME."

eventree(LOSP) =

endstate(ECS-END);

Both the new and old
approach will be valid.

Node(Fault-Tree-Name) = Assigns the node under the The phase must already
Phase(PHASEA); top event named "Fault- exist in the project before it

Tree-Name" for the current can be used in a rule.
sequence to the phase
named "PHASE A."

SeqTransfer(EXISTINGTRANSFER) Replace the transfer named The existing rule approach
= EventTree(NEWTRANSFER); "EXISTINGTRANSFER" to is:

"NEW TRANSFER."
eventree(ORIG-TRAN) =

eventree(N EW-TRAN);

If Endstate(ESName) ... then Ability to search on an end Not Dynamic - if ES
state. changed in rule then original

ES is used until the next
Rule Section

If System(SYSTEMName) ... then Ability to search on a top Same as If SystemName ...
event, then

If Phase(PHASENAME) ... then Ability to search on a Not Dynamic - if Phase
phase. changed in rule then original

Phase is used until the next
Rule Section

SkipSequence; Ability to stop linking the The existing rule approach
current sequence and not is:
add it to the database.
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Keyword Description Comments

if "search criteria" then

ET-FT = Skip(ET-FT);

endif

Both the new and old
approach will be valid.

SkipSystem(SYSTEMName); Ability to skip (i.e., ignore)
the top event named
"SYSTEM Name" in the
current sequence.

VarStr(VARIABLE_NAME) = "Low"; Ability to assign a text to a Assignment can only be a
sequence-level variable, string value or a different

VarStr. No operators can be
used to combine.

VarNum(VARIABLENAME) = 40 * 2; Ability to assign a value to a Assignment of a variable
sequence-level variable, number can use the

following numeric operators
between numeric values or
other VarNumos.

If VarStr(VARIABLENAME) = "Low" Ability to test a string Comparison "=" only and
... then variable in an if statement must be encased in 0 if

adding other comparisons
(ie. "*", "+", "/")

If VarNum(VARIABLENAME) < 40 Ability to test a number Comparison operators only
... then variable in an if statement and must be encased in () if

anding(*) with other
comparisons

EndRuleSection; Ability to save the results of
the block of rules above this
keyword (up to the previous
SaveRuleResults
keyword, if present).
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Advanced Recovery Rules

Note that the advanced recovery rules are deprecated in SAPHIRE Version 8 due to the
discontinuation of the Modula-2 compiler (this compiler was used to compile the advanced rule
structure).

Automatic Updates of Linking Rules

SAPHIRE 7 did not update information in the linking rules when a basic event name was
modified. SAPHIRE 8 does this automatically. A number of basic event names have been
modified in the recent past in an effort to make basic event names more consistent and to
prepare for the transition to SAPHIRE 8. The recompiling of these rules in SAPIRE 8 will
identify errors in the rules (due to name changes or basic event deletion) that must be
corrected.

4.5 Test and Maintenance

Test and Maintenance Set to Zero

For some applications, T&M basic events are removed from the model by setting their
probabilities, typically an average probability, to zero. This gives a model baseline without test
and maintenance. Within a certain interval of time, some systems, structures, or components
may be taken out of service. By setting their T&M basic events to True and the other T&M basic
events set to zero, the risk increase can be evaluated for real time T&M configurations.

In SAPHIRE 7, this capability is available by creating a class change set. In Version 8, the zero
T&M baseline evaluation can be done by selecting a check box in the user interfaces. The zero
T&M check box capability was included in the ECA and the GA user interfaces. In the Standard
Analysis interface, the class change set can be used for this. The SDP user interface does not
have a default zero T&M option since the SDP evaluates risk increases from an average T&M
baseline model; however this option can be turned on under Project -4 User Settings -4 SDP.

Test and Maintenance Set to True

When a test and maintenance basic event is set to True via a change set, Version 8 will
automatically adjust CCF compound basic events which use this basic event. For example, if a
component belongs to a group size of six, the CCF probability for a group size of five will be
used when the component T&M is set to True. In SAPHIRE 7, reducing the component group
size would have been a manual user responsibility by choosing the appropriate CCF plug in for
the affected compound event(s).
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4.6 Phase Analysis

Version 8 includes limited phase analysis capability. One or more phases can be assigned to
basic events (fault tree gates are not assigned a phase.), and event tree sequence nodes can
be assigned one phase. Different nodes under an event tree top event can be given different
phases.

Phase analysis features and capabilities completed are:

* Store phase name

* Store phase ID

" Store phase description

* Store phase duration

* Sore preceding phase

" Store phase color

* View, modify, add, or delete the general phase information (e.g., name, ID, color)

" A phase that is unused may be deleted

* A total of 100 phases will be available within a single project

" Allow individual basic events to be assigned (via "applicability features) to specific phases

* Allow event trees to be tied to one or more phases by modifying the nodal information. The
phase assignment must proceed chronologically through the accident sequence.

• If a node does not have a phase assigned to it, the last phase found in a preceding node is
assumed to be applicable. The default phase assigned to each node will be a system
generated "PHASE 1" category.

* Generate phase-aware cut sets for a combination of success and/or failures resulting in a
valid scenario.
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4.7 Integrated Model Solving

Some PRAs require modeling failures due to causes other than random, such as fires, floods, or
seismic events. Historically, model types other than "Random" were created using BETs (e.g.,
external events models) in SAPHIRE, and were run as separate models. Version 8 uses the
Model Type definitions to create models other than "Random." In Version 8, the basic events
have been extended to allow the user to specify a basic event's model type(s) as well as
different reliability models for each applicable model type, and will display this information in one
"virtual" basic event (A "virtual" basic event is one basic event that has multiple failure mode
attributes such as fails due to a fire cause, fails due to a flooding cause, fails due to a random
cause, etc.). Version 8 will allow combinations of model types to be run at the same time, and
presents cut sets which can contain basic events of different model types (e.g., Fire + Random).
In Figure 35, SAPHIRE automatically appends the user-defined suffix "-FIR" for fire model type
basic events that was specified in the accident sequence matrix file.

Original
PbirqjTotalt CuSts______

1.720E-3 100 Displaying 139 of 139 Cut Sets.
1 8.OOOE-4 46.52 LOSP :2

4.000E-2 LOSP Loss ofOffsitePower
2.000E-2 DG-A Emergency diesel generatorA

EndState ->SMALL-RELEASE
iý 2 8.000E-4 46.52 LOSP :2

4.000E-2 LOSP Loss ofOffsitePower
2.000E-2 DG-A-FIR Emergency diesel generator A

EndState ->SMALL-RELEASE
o, 3 4.000E-5 2.33 LOSPE-MOV-1,->SMALL-RELEASE
ns 4 1-600E-5 0.93 LOSP.DG-A,DG-B.->LARGE-RELEASE
c• . 5 1.600E-5 0.93 LOSP, DG-A.DG-B-FR.->LARGE-RELEASE
r+i 6 1.600E-5 0.93 LOSP, DG-A-FIRBDG-B.->LARGE-RE LEASE
o.i 7 1.600E-5 0.93 LOS R DG-A-FIR. DG-B-FIR,->LARGE-RELEASE
r. 8 5.160E-6 0.3 LE-FRI-3,DG-A-FIRZV-TRUE-FIR,->SMALL-RELEASE
P 9 4.000E-6 0.23 LOSPEDG-B,E-MOV-AT->LARGE-RELEASE

- 10 4.000E-6 0.23 LOSPDG-B-FIR.E-MOV-A,->LARGE-RELEASE
11 4.000E-6 0.23 LOSPC-MOV-BDG-A.->LARGE-RELEASE

ce 12 4.000E-6 0.23 LOSPC-MOV-B.DG-A-FIR.->LARGE-RELEASE
L-j 13 2,400E-6 0.14 LOSP C-PUMP-B.DG-AI.->LARGE-RELEASE

± 14 2.400E-6 0.14 LOSPC-PUMP-BDG-A-FIR.->LARGE-RELEASE
.0 15 2.400E-6 0.14 LOSPDG-B.E-PUMP-A,->LARGE-RELEASE
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Show End States: )cJs

Figure 35. Cut sets containing Fire + Random model type basic events
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Additionally, if the accident sequence matrix feature is used for building an integrated model,
then event tree sequence flag sets can be specified in the accident sequence matrix
spreadsheet and these flag sets would be applied at the time of solving.

The solving of the fault trees and event trees is transparent to the user, which improves user
checks of the PRA logic and model solving. For example, the expanded view of the fault tree
(double click the fault tree, and select File -4 View Expanded) allows tracing the logical relation
of system basic events which may be subject to random failure or other conditions. Also, flag
sets for fault trees and event trees can easily be viewed.

Integrated models in SAPHIRE Version 7 may also be built using a different approach other
than BETs. In this approach, event trees for different initiating events are created, and flag sets
are used to specify which components are failed due to the initiating event, or conditions
resulting from the initiating event. All basic events in this approach are specified as type
"Random." Version 8 is able to solve models using this approach with the click of a button (see
Figure 36). The buttons run macros for portions of the model, such as "Internal CDF Only,"
"Internal and External CDF," etc.

Figure 36. Macro buttons for integrated models

In such models, the basic events following different initiators retain their "Random" type
reliability model. This is because the same fault tree used for "Random" initiating events is used
in other types of event trees (e.g., Fire).

If the Version 8 "Model Type" feature is used to build integrated models, then basic events
following different initiators can have different reliability models assigned. Consider, for
example, a fire event tree which transfers to a loss of offsite power event tree. System failures
in the loss of offsite power event tree could be due to fire-related only, random, or fire-related +
random events. The random failure of a component could be given one type of reliability model,
and the fire-related failure of the same component could be assigned a different reliability
model. It may also be necessary to model fire sequence-specific component failure
probabilities. This can be accomplished by assigning different fault trees to different sequences.
This approach would result in assigning sequence specific fire-related component failure
probabilities prior to solving. Rules could also be used to change the basic event's probability,
but this would be a post-processing type of calculation.

To run models using the Version 8 model type feature in the SA interface, simply highlight any
combination of event trees, right click and select "Solve." To run the model in the SDP, ECA, or
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GA interfaces, select the Model Type check boxes to be solved as the analysis is stepped
through.

4.8 Significance Determination Process Calculations

Screening Large Early Release Frequency Calculation

The SDP user interface requires the evaluation of the frequency of large, early release (LERF).
The SDP method of estimating an increase in LERF is to apply a conditional LERF probability to
relevant core damage sequences. This method was implemented into the SDP user interface.
Under "User Settings" a list of the Level 1 PRA sequences can be drawn up. For each relevant
sequence a conditional probability for LERF can be entered. After solving for minimal cut sets,
the LERF multiplier factors will be applied. The SDP user interface reports the results as an
increase in screening LERF to distinguish it from a frequency calculated with a LERF PRA
model. The SDP user interface is the only one with this capability.

Duration Sensitivity Analysis

The SDP interface provides a sensitivity analysis graph (Figure 37) on the duration of the
condition. It shows when risk-significant thresholds would be reached (assuming a "month" of
30 days).

Using the Demo-SDP project and failing the CCS Train A MDP, the following results are
generated:
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Figure 37. Duration sensitivity analysis curve

Underlying Model Calculation Adjustments

Underlying calculation manipulations for the SDP interface are:

* When a basic event is set to TRUE, SAPHIRE will model the condition as having a
potential common cause failure

* When a basic event test and maintenance is selected, SAPHIRE will: 1) not include the
failure to start and failure to run modes in the results (these failure modes are not
applicable), and 2) will adjust the common cause failure probability to correspond to a
common cause failure group of one less.

4.9 Events and Condition Assessment Uncertainty Analysis

Two general calculation types are performed, initiating event assessment and condition
assessment. For the former, a single metric, the conditional core damage probability (CCDP), is
calculated. This metric is used in an absolute sense in that its numerical value is not subtracted
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from a nominal value to obtain an increase in risk. However, the condition assessment
calculation requires two metrics, a CCDP and a core damage probability (CDP). In this
calculation, the risk increase (over the time of the condition) is calculated.

Historically, only a point estimate value was calculated for the condition assessment CCDP and
CDP. These two values were then subtracted to find the risk increase. However, a variety of
complications arise when this approach is used, specifically on the change in risk measure, or
"event importance" (le) which is given by the relationship

Importanceevent = CCDP - CDP = le

where: CCDP = the conditional core damage frequency (CCDF) duration of the condition

CDP = the core damage frequency (CDF) duration of the condition

The uncertainty results are based on sampling from the component's variability and then solving
for the CCDF and CDF based on the sampled probability. SAPHIRE then subtracts CDF from
CCDF to obtain a sampled ACCDF, which is multiplied by the duration. SAPHIRE stores this
calculated value and continues this process for the number of samples noted. Once SAPHIRE
has performed the number of specified samples, it orders the ACCDP values and pulls out the
5 th, 5 0 th, and 9 5 th, then calculates the mean by summing up the ACCDPs and divides it by the
number of samples.

The algorithm used to determine the uncertainty on the le using either Monte Carlo or Latin
Hypercube sampling is given below:

1. Solve all cut sets (to the project truncation level) for all sequences. Two lists are solved
and stored, one for the nominal CDP case and one for the condition CCDP case.

2. Create a list of all basic events appearing in cut sets for either the nominal or condition
cut sets. There will be a total of J number of basic events.

3. Start the uncertainty sampling loop.

For I = I to N, where N is the total number of iterations specified by the user.

a. Go through the list of J events. For each event, obtain a random sample. If
events are correlated, obtain a single value for all events in that correlation
group. If an event is modified for the condition case, it will appear in the list twice,
once to be used for the nominal (CDP) case and once for the condition (CCDP)
case, with its values set for the respective case.

b. Calculate CDP, where CDP = 1 - exp(- ACoF * Duration). The ACDF is the value of
the core damage frequency from the nominal case cut sets quantified using the
samples obtained in Step 3a.
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c. Calculate CCDPI, where CCDP = 1 - exp(- ACCDF * Duration). The ACCDF is the
value of the core damage frequency from the condition case cut sets quantified
using the samples obtained in Step 3a.

d. Calculate le, where le = CCDP1 - CDP,.

e. Store le, CCDPj, and CDP, into their own respective array, where each array is N
elements long.

Repeat the For I loop N times.

4. Once the For I loop is complete and the three results arrays (le, CCDP, and CDP) are
populated, sort each array.

5. From each result array, determine the moments and percentiles.

This uncertainty analysis is performed in both Version 7 and 8. The graph of the uncertainty
analysis, as shown in Figure 38, is added to Version 8 reports in the ECA interface. It color
codes the percentages of the probability distribution function between the orders of magnitudes.

1E-8

Figure 38. Graph of ECA uncertainty analysis
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4.10 Gathering End States

LERF/Level 2 models can be run in the ECA and the GA user interfaces as noted previously.
These models may also be run in the SA user interface in the same manner they are run in the
SAPHIRE screen of Version 7. The SDP interface uses a different methodology to estimate
LERF, although it, too, has the capability to run these types of models.

In the workspaces, the LERF end state can be quantified without stepping through numerous
steps as done in Version 7. Workspace quantification does not gather on the intermediate Plant
Damage States (PDSs) rather, cut sets from the initiator through the LERF end state are
merged (and minimized). Gathering is performed on the last phase (equivalently the end state)
defined. In the workspaces, partition rules other than gathering on intermediate end states
(e.g., PSDs) can be applied. Gathering on PDSs in the workspaces is not performed unless the
user specifies the PDS phase as the last phase in the model.

4.11 Calculation Capabilities from SAPHIRE 7

Calculation capabilities carried over from Version 7 into Version 8 include:

* Basic event calculation types
* Change sets
* Flag sets
" Single-pass algorithm
" Min-max algorithm
* Delete term operation

4.12 User Interfaces for Analyses

The user interfaces for performing different types of analyses are shown in the workspaces
menu (Figure 39).

[+ Workspaces
e. S P' (.i' it1 D e i o Proc ) -

New SDP...
•- ECA (Events and Conditions Assessment)

o.. General Analysis

i

Figure 39. Workspaces window
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In SAPHIRE 8, the act of creating a model has been separated from the analysis of that model
in order to improve the quality of both the model (e.g., by avoiding inadvertent changes) and the
analysis.

Consequently, in SAPHIRE 8, the analysis of models is performed by using what are called
Workspaces. Currently, there are Workspaces for three types of analyses:

1. The NRC's Accident Sequence Precursor program, where the workspace is called "Events
and Condition Assessment (ECA)"

2. The NRC's Significance Determination Process (SDP)

3. The General Analysis (GA) workspace

A model not identified as a SPAR model will only show the option for a General Analysis, which
is a full option analysis. A model identified as a SPAR model (under Project -- Modify) will also
show the SDP and the ECA user interfaces, which are tailored analyses for specific
applications.

Workspaces for each user interface are created and saved separately from the base model
which keeps the original database intact. Each workspace created can have multiple analyses
performed and saved. Workspaces are independent of each other and modifications or
calculations made within one workspace will not affect another. Additional details on
Workspaces may be found in Volume 5 of this NUREG/CR report.

Change sets are created in the workspaces by checking the desired checkboxes for systems,
components, etc. These change sets are defined entirely within the selected workspace. A
current limitation of workspaces is that changes sets which are defined in the SA user interface
are not automatically carried over into the workspace when the model is loaded into a
workspace from the SA space. If it is desired to apply such change sets, they would need to be
mapped manually into the workspace.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

SAPHIRE can be used to model a complex system's response to initiating events and quantify
associated consequential outcome frequencies (or probabilities). Specifically, for nuclear power
plant applications, SAPHIRE 8 can identify important contributors to core damage (Level 1 PRA)
and containment failure during a severe accident which leads to releases (Level 2 PRA). It can
be used for a PRA where the reactor is at full power, low power, or at shutdown conditions.
Furthermore, it can be used to analyze both internal and external initiating events and has
special features for managing models such as flooding and fire. It can also be used in a limited
manner to quantify risk, using PRA techniques, in terms of release consequences to the public
and environment (Level 3 PRA).

In SAPHIRE 8, the act of creating a model has been separated from the analysis of that model
in order to improve the quality of both the model (e.g., by avoiding inadvertent changes) and the
analysis. Consequently, in SAPHIRE 8, the analysis of models is performed by using what are
called Workspaces. Currently, there are Workspaces for three types of analyses: (1) the NRC's
Accident Sequence Precursor program, where the workspace is called "Events and Condition
Assessment (ECA);" (2) the NRC's Significance Determination Process (SDP); and (3) the
General Analysis (GA) workspace. Workspaces are independent of each other and
modifications or calculations made within one workspace will not affect another. In addition,
each workspace has a user interface and reports tailored for their intended uses.

This report provided an overview of the functions and features available in SAPHIRE 8 and
presents general instructions for using the software. Since SAPHIRE 8 expands upon Version
7, new and improved features were discussed, while still referring to older options that have
been carried forward into the SAPHIRE 8 version.
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